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The overall goal of the LHD (Load Haul Dump vehicle) automation project at Colorado
School of Mines is development of stereo vision technology to enhance the safety of LHD
operation. Automation of the loading task is the last remaining challenge in underground
LHD automation. Robust automation will enable the LHD operator to move from the
machine to a control room, providing him with a healthier, safer nd more efficient working
environment. Machine vision will also help to identify obstacles and especially people in
the machine’s view to improve safety for both man and machine.
The aim of this thesis is to develop the framework for a machine v sion system capable
of producing 3D models of underground mines. The models should provide sufficient de-
tail, accuracy and precision to enable autonomous execution of LHD loading and tramming
operations. The main objective is construction of 3D scene models and localization of the
LHD in an underground mine environment (also known as Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM)). Additional objectives are demonstratingfeasibility of real-time imple-
mentation and safety enhancement through collision avoidance nd detection of unmodeled
objects.
We describe the novel aspects of our approach. Our development code uses correla-
tion based stereo techniques for structure and motion estimation. Portions of the algorithms
are implemented in native code using C and assembly languageto estimate the speed of
optimized algorithms on a Pentium III processor with MMX (multimedia extensions) and
SIMD (single-instruction multiple-data) instruction set. The prototype system is demon-
strated to form 3D point clouds from each stereo pair in a video s quence, register these
points to a reference coordinate frame, integrate all regist red points into a volumetric
model and output the 6 DOF (degrees of freedom) vehicle pose at each instant in the video
sequence. Estimates of the depth variance of individual andintegrated measurements are
iv
also computed. We also perform local pose refinement and maintain a measure of pose
uncertainty using nonlinear optimization (Levenberg-Marquardt batch optimization tech-
nique) to increase the robustness of feature tracking and image registration and to fuse
other sources of navigation data with that derived from imagery. Additional accuracy and
robustness is provided by using the current 3D structure estimate to guide the 2D feature
tracking phase.
In the summary chapter, proposals for rectifying deficiencis and constructing a rugged
real-time system for the underground environment are outlined. These include a means of
on-line autocalibration and custom FPGA (Field Programmable Gate-Array) based accel-
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This work has been partially supported by the Western MiningResource Center (WMRC)
at Colorado School of Mines (CSM). The overall goal of the LHD (Load Haul Dump ve-
hicle) automation project is development of machine visiontechnology to enhance remote
operation of LHDs. As explained in [46], automation of the loading task is the last remain-
ing challenge in underground LHD automation. LHD automation will allow the operator
to move from the machine to the control room, providing him with a healthier and safer
working environment while increasing productivity. Automation will also help to automat-
ically sense obstacles and especially people in the machine’s view to improve safety for
both man and machine.
This dissertation describes development of the framework fr a mobile robot vision
system capable of producing 3D models of underground mines.These models should pro-
vide sufficient detail, accuracy and precision to enable autonomous execution of LHD load-
ing and tramming operations. These autonomous capabilities would then be integrated into
an existing tele-robotic LHD system to improve safety by enabli g the operator to effi-
ciently control one or more LHDs from an above-ground control ro m.
We describe collection of stereo video data from an LHD operating in CSM’s Edgar
experimental mine and the subsequent construction and integration of 3D mine models
using stereo vision. The main objectives are:
• Construct 3D scene models and localize the LHD in undergroundmi e environment
– Temporal feature tracking in stereo image sequences
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– Structure and pose estimation
– Temporal integration of 3D data
• Demonstrate that properly collected stereo imagery provides sufficiently dense and
accurate sensing to enable robust 6 DOF pose tracking (localization) and local map-
ping using simple non-batch algorithms
• Assess feasibility of real-time 3D modeling system
• Demonstrate detection of unmodeled structure and collision avoidance
Our evaluation of correlation-based stereo and pose tracking performance on video
obtained from an LHD during manually controlled loading andtramming operations is
new. We demonstrate construction of an accurate volumetricmodel of a large section of
tunnel using stereo imagery from fixed calibrated stereo rigs. Calibrated cameras are used
to simplify both the stereo correlation process and construction of metric 3D models. Mul-
tiple stereo rigs provide a field of view which encompasses thribs and floor of the drift
for several meters ahead of the LHD without the need for pan/tilt mechanisms and conse-
quent uncertainties in camera pose relative to the LHD. Lightin is provided by headlamps
mounted with the stereo rigs. Temporal integration of structure and motion estimates is
utilized for vehicle localization and to reject stereo outliers. Temporal integration of stereo
vision data requires tracking relative camera pose over time using structure measured from
each stereo pair. The camera pose information is then used tointegrate the structure mea-
surements from multiple stereo pairs into a single 3D model.Our method for integration
of stereo data allows for incorporation of vehicle odometrybut does not require odometry
for reliable operation.
To demonstrate feasibility of real-time implementation ofthe stereo algorithms, key
portions of the algorithms are benchmarked on a Pentium III processor using its MMX
(multimedia extensions) integer and SIMD (single-instruction, multiple-data) floating point
instruction sets. Our approach avoids the compute-intensiv construction of surface models
in the temporal integration process by temporal tracking ofa small number of features in
the left camera image. This improves the feasibility of real-time vehicle pose tracking
and integration of 3D data into the scene model. Since our stereo vision sensors provide
structure information over a wide field of view at each time instant, we are able to compute
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highly accurate camera pose (in the mine environment) for eve y frame in the stereo image
sequence. This eliminates the need for complex nonlinear optimization procedures that
are required to determine pose based only on information from linear range scans such as
[49, 36].
The 3D model resulting from temporal integration enables reliable prediction of the
structure expected in the next view (assuming a static sceneand ither that camera motion
is small or that accurate motion prediction is available). If the scene is not static, e.g. a
rockfall has occurred or a miner has walked in front of the LHD, the structure detected in
the current stereo pair will not match well with the existingmodel structure. Detection of
this discrepancy will enable collision avoidance and improve the safety of miners in the
vicinity of the autonomous LHD.
We have tested the system using live video data acquired during manually controlled
LHD operations. We believe that the models we constructed from these video sequences
demonstrate sufficient accuracy for safety enhancement andcollision avoidance purposes,
along with reliable rejection of outliers. The temporal integration process aids greatly in
the rejection of outliers from stereo and provides a measureof the accuracy of the model.
This research is novel in that it integrates all of the following techniques into a com-
plete system and demonstrates its utility in an undergroundmi e environment:
• Robust six degree of freedom pose tracking using multiple ster o image sequences
• Temporal feature tracker exploits current estimates of local 3D structure and rejects
features which do not track well
• Temporal integration and outlier rejection of 3D data acquired from the stereo system
• Scene modeling using a space-efficient octree model
Our application of wide-baseline stereo analysis to underground mine imagery is also
new, and shows that the muckpile scenes are generally rich int e texture required for
good correlation performance. The results from pose tracking and temporal integration
are encouraging, and indicate that an efficient system for real-time vehicle localization and
task-oriented 3D scene modeling is feasible.
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In the remainder of this chapter we present a literature survey and a brief overview
of our approach. The literature survey describes previously reported machine vision tech-
niques for solving the general structure from motion (SFM) problem, then focusses on
techniques for multi-view scene modeling and implementation of stereo vision systems.
The literature survey ends with a description of work reported on automation of LHDs in
mining applications. Section 1.3 presents our approach to 3D modeling using correlation
based stereo vision and temporal integration of structure.
1.1 Literature Survey
Automation of underground hardrock mining has reached an advanced state at the project
demonstration level. There are mines in North America, Europe and Australia with limited
production operations based on teleoperated and telerobotic LHDs. In this context, we de-
fine teleoperated to mean that normal controls are being used, but the controls are off-board
the vehicle, whereas telerobotic means that some of the operations of the vehicle are closed
loop operations onboard the vehicle and the operator simplyonitors the activities of the
vehicle. For example, LKAB1 has teleoperated drill rigs at their Kiruna mine, operated
from the surface, and telerobotic LHD’s that have automatedtramming and dumping func-
tions incorporated. For a complete overview of the state of the art in LHD automation, see
[46].
1.1.1 Existing Automated LHD Systems
LHD teleoperation systems generally utilize passive vision sensors (television cameras) to
provide a remote operator with a monoscopic or stereoscopicview of the scene in front
of the LHD. Vision based teleoperation systems demonstrateh t video cameras provide
sufficient information to enable human control of LHD loading operations. They also
demonstrate that video cameras are sufficiently rugged for the LHD application. In cur-
rent semi-automated LHD systems (see [7, 12] for a survey), the loading task requires a
human operator to efficiently and optimally fill the bucket via teleoperation. We will use
some mining jargon in describing the LHD’s working environment. A mine tunnel has one
1Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag is a mining company owned by the Swedish State.
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or both ends open to the surface; otherwise it is designated adrift. Tunnels and drifts have
ribs (walls) and a back (ceiling).
1.1.1.1 University of Southern Queensland
Petty, et al. [41] at the University of Southern Queensland have built a 1/5 scale model
LHD as a research platform for the development of vision guided loading and navigation.
The model uses an electric drive motor, and electric linear actuators for the bucket and
steering. The overall goal is to achieve a system which requis no infrastructure such as
reflective guide strips to operate fully autonomously. Thisrequires both vehicle guidance
and bucket scoop planning. They find that a 6x3 matrix of muck pile depths covering the
area of one bucket is sufficient to determine where to take thenext scoop. The overall plan
is to measure muckpile distribution, geometry and maximum gradient; a finer resolution
grid is used for the raw depth map, but this is filtered down to calculate features. Once
the muckpile has been characterized, a precalculated scooptrajectory is selected, with a
reactive backup strategy for dealing with obstructions. Their system also uses structured
lighting techniques to sense the ribs and control tramming operations.
This system had the goal of demonstrating functionality of asm ll scale model using
structured lighting for wall following and muckpile modeling. It has no capability for real
time modeling of the tunnel shape (map building) and it is notclear whether the structured
lighting method would have sufficient speed for real time contr l of loading operations.
The low resolution model of the muck pile also would not support measurement of particle
sizes for feedback on blasting operations.
1.1.1.2 Inco Limited
Inco Limited of Canada is a mining company which has publishedresults of research into
LHD navigation using a 2D laser scanner [7]. They use the SICK LMS (Laser Measurement
System) to sense the rib for navigation during tramming. Their navigation concept relies on
a map of the mine stored in the LHD controller. This map is constructed from engineering
drawings of the mine and takes the form of a simple connected graph. They have tested
their concepts in a simulated mine environment and plan to run tests on a Wagner ST6C
LHD at Inco’s 175 Ore Body test mine in Sudbury, Canada. They note that the mechanical
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scanning components of the SICK may be subject to problems from shock and vibration
on an LHD, and plan to examine alternatives based on solid-state technology.
This system also does not address generation of the mine model (map) from data
acquired by the LHD. The Inco system would need additional sensors and/or processing
capabilities to address automation of the loading task.
1.1.1.3 AutoDig - University of Arizona
Lever and his colleagues at the University of Arizona have been working on automation of
the digging process for some years [33, 34, 35, 32]. Their system is called Autodig and it
uses sensory feedback from the pressure cylinders and fuzzylogic to control the action of
the boom and bucket on a front-end loader. They have shown that this system is effective
in a variety of soil and rock types and that it is competitive with a very good operator in
terms of dig cycle times. In addition, the algorithms resultin force profiles on the machine
that are smoother than those of a human operator.
1.1.2 Multi-view Mapping and Modeling
Multiple views (images, image pairs or range scans) are generally required to create a com-
plete 3D model of any environment. The form of model chosen for scene representation is
also a key factor in determining the robustness of a system which must perform a specific
task. Here we survey stereo ranging techniques and methods for volumetricmodeling, in
which the scene is represented by a 3D occupancy grid. A 3D occupancy grid represents
the scene using a 3D array ofvoxels. Each voxel represents a 3D volume element charac-
terized by the likelihood that it is occupied, and possibly other data e.g. color and surface
normal. The occupancy grid representation is often used to enabl fusion of observations
from multiple sensors [50, 38].
1.1.2.1 Structure From Two-frame Stereo
Much work has been directed toward the use of correlation based stereo techniques to
process image pairs into depth images. Faugeras et al. [19] address the application of
correlation-based two-frame stereo for building 3D digital elevation models. Faugeras
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et al. [19] describe several correlation criteria which they have characterized for per-
formance and reliability in matching pixels. They state that the normalized Zero-mean
Sum of Squared Differences (ZSSD) (see Section 2.8.4) and Normalized zero-mean Cross-
Correlation (NCC) measures perform best, and define two additional measures, C5 and C6,
being more amenable to fast computation. We use Faugeras’ C5 criterion (the fast version
of ZSSD, Equation 2.23) in our implementation.
Banks [2] also reviews similarity measures used in stereo matching. They tested the
following area-based parametric measures: sum of absolutedifferences (SAD), zero mean
sum of absolute differences (ZSAD) (Equations 1.1 and 1.2),sum of squared differences
(SSD and unnormalized C1), zero mean sum of squared differencs (ZSSD and unnormal-
ized C3), normalized cross-correlation (NCC and C2), and zero mean normalized cross-
correlation (ZNCC and C4). They also report that while the SAD and SSD metrics are
simplest to compute, their performance degrades in the presenc of radiometric distortion,
which results when the intensity values reported by the two cameras are related by a non-
unity scale factor and a constant offset. The zero mean metrics compensate for the offset
by removing the mean value over the window and the normalizedm trics compensate for
scaling by dividing by the variance over the window. We observe that the normalization
used in Faugeras’ measures NCC/C3 and ZSSD/C5 does improve the shape of the resulting
correlation peaks (increased peak curvature and greater height above surrounding surface).
SAD(i, j, d) =
∑
Wij
|I1(u, v) − I2(u + d, v)| (1.1)
ZSAD(i, j, d) =
∑
Wij
|(I1(u, v) − I1(u, v)) − (I2(u + d, v) − I2(u + d, v))| (1.2)
1.1.2.2 Confidence Measures for Stereo Matching
We employ several confidence measures for validation of stereo matches and for guiding
selection of features for temporal tracking. A left/right consistency check [19, 1, 3] is
commonly used. This technique takes advantage of the symmetry of the epipolar constraint:
if a pixel in the left image is correctly matched with a pixel on the corresponding epipolar
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line in the right image, then the correlation function generat d using the matched pixel
in the right image and its corresponding epipolar line in theleft image should have its
global extremum at the starting pixel. If this is not the case, th n the match is rejected.
This technique can eliminate false matches resulting from occlusions in the right image,
but does not guarantee detection of such false matches. A measure of image texture is
generated by histogramming the intensity variance for eachcorrelation window position in
the left image. The median of the variance distribution is used to set a minimum variance
threshold for computation of disparity.
1.1.2.3 Surface Modeling Techniques
Much work has been directed toward “realistic” reconstructions of 3D scenes using image
sequences [29]. Our approach exploits many of the techniques developed there, but focuses
less on realism in order to reduce the complexity of the system. Our system is most similar
to the stereo described by Koch [28]; we differ mainly in the chosen application and the
method of model representation.
A key requirement for our application is accurate and robustcamera pose tracking.
In [28] this is addressed using optical flow in the context of amoving camera and dy-
namic scenes containing multiple objects undergoing rigidmotion. Pose measurement is
addressed in Koch’s more recent work via autocalibration techniques in single uncalibrated
camera applications. Since it is our desire to demonstrate pctical, reliable and robust real
time 6DOF vehicle pose tracking from real mine video sequences obtained from a vehicle
in normal operation, we rely on temporal feature tracking and calibrated stereo rigs for this
function. We also assume a static scene and therefore all image plane motion is due to
motion of the camera. This pose tracking is impractical to accomplish with autocalibration
methods (based on estimating theabsolute quadricfrom monoscopic or stereoscopic im-
age sequences as in [23, Chapter18]) due the the fact that small vehicle motions represent
“critical motion sequences”, for which these methods cannot pr vide a unique solution.
Koch maintains a triangular mesh model which is formed in several steps: each dis-
parity image is first segmented and interpolated into a set ofthin plates, and these plates are
then reduced to a textured triangular mesh description to reduc the length of the surface
description and to support rendering of novel views. Since our orientation is toward robotic
vehicles, we chose to use an octree based volumetric model tofacilitate implementation of
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real-time control algorithms which must be model driven. Rather han form an interpolated
surface mesh, we simply maintain an occupancy count for eachmodel voxel to support im-
plementation of collision avoidance functions. In addition t the occupancy count we also
retain the centroid and covariance of all observations integrat d into each voxel. This data
could support batch mode construction of textured wire-frame surface models for other
purposes beyond loading automation and collision avoidance. We currently visualize the
volumetric model by displaying flat plates representing thecentroid and covariance of the
contents of each voxel. Our octree based volumetric model also inherently supports ex-
amination at varying levels of detail and requires memory propo tional to the number of
occupied voxels.
1.1.2.4 Volumetric Modeling Techniques
Shum et al. [45] generate an integrated model represented byplanar surface parameters
and pose of multiple range data sets assuming that surfaces of objects can be effectively
represented using planar patches. This is a form ofparticle modelin which the surface is
described in a condensed form by a (relatively) small set of planar patches (the particles).
Additional applications of particle models for efficient rep sentation of implicit surfaces
are presented in [48, 55, 17]. We maintain an occupancy count, ce roid and covariance for
each occupied model voxel, which we represent as a planar patch for surface visualization.
This representation reduces the memory required for represntation of the point cloud data,
while enabling future application of particle modeling techniques for model refinement.
Johnson and Kang [27] address the integration of multiple range data sets into a single
volumetric model represented as a “consensus surface”. Their approach considers texture
as well as shape. To register data sets Johnson and Kang use a modified version of the
Iterative Closest Point algorithm called color ICP, which considers color as well as 3D
information. Use of color decreases registration error by an order of magnitude. Once the
3D data sets have been registered, they are integrated to produce a seamless, composite
3D textured model. Integration uses a 3D occupancy grid to represent likelihood of spatial
occupancy through voting. The surface normal is also storedin ach voxel of the occupancy
grid and is used to robustly extract a surface from the occupancy grid. Input is 3D data from
omni-directional multi-baseline stereo (stereo algorithm applied to composited panorama).
The sensor modelG comprises two ellipsoidal gaussian components: a sensor error model
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GE and a point spread modelGS. The sensor error model is an ellipsoidal gaussian centered
at the measured 3D location with its longest axis along the lin of sight. The point spread
model is a cylindrical gaussian centered at the measured point, with its longest axis aligned
with the local surface normal. A linear combination of the error models:
G = λGE + (1 − λ)GS
is used instead of the convolution to reduce computation, since both models vary with the
location of the measurement. At each voxel the consensus surface includes likelihood of
occupancy and surface normal represented by a 3 vector with magnitude proportional to
likelihood. Voting is done as a vector sum; this enforces ”shape coherence” between the
multiple surface measurements. The final surface is recovered by detecting ridges which
are local maxima of surface likelihood in the direction of surface normal. Note that the
implicit surface function defined as the dot product of the gradient of the surface likelihood
with the surface normal changes sign across a ridge. This method is more robust than
computation of second derivatives of the surface function.
Johnson and Kang’s approach, like Koch’s is also concerned more with generation of
realistic textured surface models than we currently believs necessary for LHD navigation
and loading automation. Our implementation does not currently exploit the advantages
of color ICP; we demonstrate that, for our purposes, ICP is unnecessary for either pose
tracking or volumetric modeling. Color information could likely be used to augment our
temporal tracking and stereo correlation components and improve both pose tracking and
depth measurement precision.
Tubic et al. [51, 52] describe a method of range image registrat on and surface re-
construction which integrates the two processes in a volumetric r presentation. They use a
signed distance field to represent an implicit surface and a (vector) gradient field to repre-
sent surface normals over the modeled volume. The signed distance and gradient fields are
constructed by summing (weighted) distance and surface normal measurements for each
range image into 3D voxel arrays. The distance over which this integration is performed
appears to be on the order of +/-5 voxels. Their experiments demonstrate that the method
is tolerant to initial registration errors, while reducingoise variance and retaining sharp
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details in the reconstructed surface. They point out that the incremental registration and in-
tegration of range images is of linear complexity w.r.t. both the number of images and the
number of range points, making it more suitable as a candidate for real-time implementa-
tion. This method of incremental volumetric model integration has potential for improved
modeling accuracy, but there are significant issues with memory requirements for large
working volumes; since surfaces are represented with a thickness of 10 voxels, models
would contain ten times as many voxels as our chosen form.
1.1.2.5 Localization and Mapping in Unstructured Environments
In a task-specific approach oriented toward navigation of anoff-road vehicle, Baten et al.
[5] apply correlation based stereo to compute aclothoid terrain model. The clothoid model
is designed to efficiently represent the terrain over which the vehicle travels. Computational
complexity is thus reduced by modeling only the two strips ofthe terrain (clothoids) over
which the wheels of the vehicle will pass. To improve stereo prformance, they first rectify
the images to a horopter chosen to approximate the ground plae. This minimizes the range
of disparities in the stereo pair, reducing the size of the search space and increasing robust-
ness of the correlation process. Baten uses active gaze control to build the terrain model;
fixation is a technique used to reduce dimensionality of the sereo matching problem. Baten
mentions addressingtemporally integrated stereoin future work, but demonstrates effective
vision-based control of an off-road vehicle without temporal integration.
Baten’s successful application of passive stereo imaging inoff-road vehicle naviga-
tion using the extended Kalman filter to predict the motion of3D landmarks demonstrates
the potential effectiveness of stereo imaging for our application. While Baten does not ad-
dress construction of a scene model suitable for our LHD loading task, vehicle localization
relative to the current surroundings is key to building an integrated model. A task specific
terrain model for our purposes would encompass the entire muckpile and surrounding drift,
with less emphasis on navigation speed (the LHD must move slowly when interacting with
the muckpile) and greater emphasis on model detail.
Moyung [39] reports development of a system oriented towardapplications in space,
such as docking and satellite retrieval. His algorithm builds an incrementally accurate and
dense representation of the reconstructed object using 3D feature points obtained from
stereo image sequences. Moyung uses a Kalman filter approachover multiple stereo pairs
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to aid in both temporal feature tracking and stereo correspondence. His approach is to use
a sparse set of features to measure the location and orientation of a known object, and he
does not address modeling unknown structure.
Faugeras [18, Section 8.4] describes tracking the motion oftokensin three dimen-
sions. In general, tokens are geometric objects in the scene; tok ns are distinct from the
imagefeatureswith which they correspond. The example given by Faugeras assumes that
sets of “three-dimensional line segments” are constructedfrom a sequence of stereo image
pairs. It is demonstrated that the three-dimensional kinematics of multiple moving line
segments may be modeled “in a case where the scene can be represented fairly accurately
with line segments” by using a Kalman filter to model each token. This approach is similar
to that of Moyung, but using line segments instead of point fea ures. Neither of these ex-
amples is oriented toward unstructured environments. Our appro ch differs fundamentally
from these in that it does not attempt to model the motion of indiv dual tokens in the scene.
Rather than attempt to track the same set of tokens from one view to the next, the scene is
assumed to be static and the change in camera pose from one view to the next is estimated
by matching scene points for which reliable stereo depths have been found.
Se uses trinocular stereo to build 3D maps of scenes [44]. Hisapproach uses multi-
level representation of the imagery to identify scale-invariant features which are temporally
tracked. This is a similar concept to our temporal identification of features which track
well. Although Se’s pose estimation is a full 6 DOF algorithm, he tests the system only
using data obtained indoors. The resulting map is a databaseof 3D landmarks rather than
a volumetric model.
1.1.2.6 Robotic Mapping of Large Scale Environments
Thrun’s survey of robotic mapping [49] covers simultaneousl calization and modeling us-
ing EKF, EM and ML techniques. His main focus is on indoor applications where it is
assumed the robot operates on a planar surface and that succes ive 2D range scans may be
registered together to perform localization. He identifiesrobotic mapping in an “unstruc-
tured environment” as an open research problem and says onlythat many of the techniques
are inapplicable for unstructured environments. He does not reference the work of Baten in
off-road vehicle navigation or Moyung’s work in retrieval and docking of spacecraft. Our
approach is a first step toward operation in unstructured environments.
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1.2 Prior Work Summary and Relation to Approach
Effective autonomous methods for navigating an LHD within an underground mine have
already been demonstrated [41, 36, 26, 47], therefore we focus directly on sensing for
automating the loading behavior itself. Since current teleoperation of LHDs is based on
providing live video for the operator (demonstrating adequacy of the sensor for control pur-
poses), and since digital camera technology is robust and can achieve performance equal or
superior to the analog technology currently in use, it is desirable to base an automated sys-
tem on a digital stereo rig mounted on the LHD. Digital cameras provide improved video
signal quality at the control computer by digitizing the video signal in the camera, allowing
digital video data transmission and eliminating the need for an analog frame grabber. This
reduces errors in the digitization process and eliminates video degradation in the transmis-
sion line. The square pixel format provided by a digital camera also simplifies the image
processing task.
Since the LHD operates underground, we have good control over scene lighting (by
mounting lights on the LHD) and can expect most (dry) surfaces to exhibit good texture and
Lambertian lighting characteristics. Under these conditions both intensity image sensors
and active range sensors can reliably provide range data. There is extensive literature in
which laser range scanners have been utilized to construct 2D and 3D scene models [49],
but we prefer solid state stereo image sensors for their mechani al simplicity and for the
simultaneous acquisition of data over the entire field of view. The advantages of using the
range finder include resistance to dust and smoke obscuring the target region, no need for
general lighting of the scene and the direct sensing of distance to the target. The main
disadvantage of the ranging and structured lighting systemis relatively long acquisition
time for a range image with information content similar to that achieved with a stereo rig. A
single stereo image pair can provide 3D scene information equal to that obtained from many
(over 200) laser line scans. The video system therefore has the potential to acquire scene
information faster and more efficiently, without the need for scanning optics as in the laser
ranging system. On the other hand, the stereo video system requires adequate lighting of
the scene and substantial data processing to derive accurate and reliable depth information
2. This complicates navigation tasks, since it requires either stopping the vehicle to acquire
2The SICK LMS200 laser range finder, for example, has a scan frequency of 19 Hz, with a0.25o an-
gular resolution (100o scan) and range precision of5mm (1 sigma) for an information rate of 7.6 thousand
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data, or compensating the acquired data for vehicle motion duri g acquisition.
More importantly, if the robot is not operating on a perfectly flat surface, proper reg-
istration of multiple range scans is not possible without additional pose information not
available from the range scans themselves. If the surface onwhich the robot travels is not
perfectly flat, two successive range scans will have at most one scene point in common;
this is clearly insufficient to determine relative pose. In co trast, the quality and quantity of
data collected in a single stereo pair permits 6 DOF camera pose measurement for (nearly)
every frame of a video sequence.
Earlier work at CSM has shown that a wide-baseline stereo rig designed to provide
depth resolution on the order of 2 cm (per pixel of disparity,a the working distance of 3
meters should meet the needs for modeling of the muckpile andn vigation in performance
of the loading task. This field of view and working distance arppropriate to the size of
a typical muckpile and LHD bucket, and the depth resolution is sufficient to distinguish
individual particles and provide sufficient localization accuracy. Automation of the loading
task requires localization of the vehicle relative to the muckpile, planning of the location
of each scoop, and navigational control of the vehicle to execute each scooping operation.
Automated control of the bucket and drive hydraulics to optimally fill the bucket while
minimizing wheel spin has already been demonstrated by Lever et al. [35]. Therefore nav-
igational control is necessary only to the point at which thebucket contacts the muckpile.
As the LHD approaches the muck pile, the bucket is used to maintain a clean area in front
of the pile. This extends LHD tire life and control of this task should be within the scene
modeling capabilities of the proposed stereo vision system.
Constructing a general scene model using data acquired from amobile platform re-
quires solution of the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. This is
currently a very active topic in the AI and robotics literature surveyed by Thrun in [49].
For LHD automation, it is sufficient to solve a restricted problem, requiring that the LHD
always knows its starting location relative to any preexisting map to avoid the need for
depths/sec. A stereo rig with 640 x 480 pixels at 7.5 fps has a pixel rate of over 4.5 megapixels/sec, and
a corresponding information rate of (typically) about 1.8 million depths/sec. The stereo sequence delivers
depth information over 200 times as fast as the line scanner.Depth resolution is lower for our stereo system
(on the order of 1%), but angular resolution is higher at.0625o). Note that, at a range of 3 meters, the “pixel
size” of the LMS200 is 13x13 mm, while for our stereo cameras it is 3.3x3.3 mm. In addition to depth data,
the 2D intensity images themselves provide valuable information which is not available in the range scan
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performing global localization. As we demonstrate in Section 4.6, this does not preclude
localization with respect to a prior map. Registration to a prior map increases the accuracy
of pose estimation, eliminating long term pose drift while registration is maintained. Maps
constructed by the LHD are also assumed not to contain cyclesas this condition would also
require the capability to perform global localization.
1.3 Overview of Approach
Fully autonomous navigation and loading behavior in a robotic LHD requires robust real-
time visual (or equivalent) perception and modeling of the environment in addition to so-
phisticated task-level reasoning and control. These percetual and behavioral abilities span
several disciplines, including computer vision, robotic mechanics and artificial intelligence.
Recognizing the very broad scope of this problem, we are taking the incremental approach
of providing robotic capabilities to aid a human supervisorin the performance of tasks
currently requiring manual control. This has the advantages of increased operator safety
and health while also improving productivity and extendingvehicle life [14, 13, 12]. Also,
capability for human supervision of the system increases generality and enables efficient
handling of unanticipated circumstances. Experience gained from implementation of the
semi-autonomous capabilities should also be directly useful in the design of future fully
autonomous systems.
We use correlation-based stereo to generate 3D scene modelsf r p anning and con-
trol of the loading task. Visualization of the stereo algorithm and 3D modeling results
is implemented using Java, Java3D and Java Advanced Imaging(JAI). We evaluated the
performance of several stereo correlation measures on muckpile imagery acquired in an
underground mine [53]. Temporal integration of 3D data acquired from the stereo system
is performed by registering successive 3D point clouds together. This process also provides
precise vehicle localization relative to the muckpile. To our knowledge, no other groups are
using stereo vision to perform both pose estimation (of a robotic vehicle) and construction
of temporally integrated 3D scene models of unstructured enviro ments. Koch and Polle-
feys et al. [29, 42] have demonstrated construction of 3D models of unstructured environ-
ments using a single uncalibrated hand-held camera. Their system is more sophisticated
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and generates high quality textured surface models, but is not aimed toward enabling real-
time localization and mapping of an autonomous vehicle. Thefundamental limitation of
their approach for our application is the inability to measure small changes in camera pose.
The single camera approach relies on first estimating pose over relatively large changes
in viewpoint (between key-frames selected as being likely to meet this criterion). After
the viewpoints for the key-frames have been estimated, it ispossible to compute the pose
for intermediate frames. This approach does not facilitatereal time pose measurement.3
Baten’s approach [5] solves the real-time pose tracking problem in what appears to be an
extremely robust fashion, but it uses a mechanically complex (expensive and potentially
unreliable) active gaze control system, whereas our approach relies only on inexpensive
and mechanically robust fixed cameras. The narrow field of view of a typical active gaze
control system also limits the utility of the resulting scene model for general use.
Most robotics researchers have used laser line scanners forvehicle localization under
the assumption that the robot operates on a planar surface. The planar surface assumption
is clearly inappropriate for outdoor applications and especially inappropriate for off-road
applications. Roberts [43] has examined the use of 2D laser scanners for obstacle detection
in LHD applications. He concludes that
Using a 2D sensor to generate 3D terrain map data is difficult when the motion
of the vehicle is not smooth. The effective resolution of thesystem degrades
as the motion becomes more severe because the motion compensation i not
perfect. A true 3D sensor such as a stereo camera may be more appropriate
to this application. ... Such a system will be immune to the eff cts of severe
motion since the data is collected at one instant in time and is not integrated
over time.
Roberts notes that an advantage of stereo vision for obstacledetection is that it is not
necessary to integrate over time to build 3D scene models. Thi is an advantage of stereo
for real time obstacle avoidance, since it reduces system response latency.
We demonstrate that the quality of the 3D data obtained from stereo enables accurate
3[42] reports that processing a five frame video sequence requires 6-7 minutes on a standard PC, while our
current Java prototype processes 4 frames of video in approximately 30 seconds on a standard PC. To provide
accurate real time 6DOF pose information (in addition to continuous accumulation of volumetric model data)
our algorithm needs to be accelerated by a factor of roughly 200.
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integration over large time spans (several minutes) to regist r and integrate multiple stereo
views into a single 3D model representing a large (50 meter) section of a tunnel. Since
the loading task itself requires only a limited field of view (approximately 2.25 meters
horizontal at a range of 3 meters) a single stereo rig is adequat for mapping the muckpile.
In contrast to this, tramming and more general mapping operations require a wider field of
view to sense the ribs and back of the drift. Since fixed cameras a e cheap and reliable,
two stereo rigs looking left and right serve this purpose in our prototype configuration. The
combined fields of view of these stereo rigs enable robust 6 DOF vehicle pose tracking and
accurate local integration of 3D map data, since there is a high likelihood that any particular
set of 4 images will contain a sufficient number of trackable image features.
1.3.1 Localization and Mapping with Stereo Vision
Real-time collection of video data and depth map generation has been demonstrated by
several researchers (see Corke et al. [15] for a comprehensive review). While structured
lighting is a very attractive (used frequently in sensing for underground mining) alternative
to stereo, and has lower processing requirements per unit oftime, it requires acquisition
of many image frames to achieve high resolution in contrast to correlation-based stereo,
which provides dense, high-resolution data from a single stereo pair. We anticipate that the
ultimate utility and generality of application for stereo make it a better system in which to
invest research efforts. Stereo image sequences also reduce the omplexity of pose tracking
since the entire image frame is exposed at the same instant intime (except for “rolling
shutter” CMOS sensors.)
Precision navigation relative to the muckpile and temporalintegration of range data
also require pose determination, or calculation of the change i camera viewpoint from
one view to the next. This raises the problem of merging multiple 3D data sets, one for
each view of a sequence of views of a scene. There are two stepsto the merging process:
registration and integration. We use temporal feature tracking to perform initial registration
of each stereo pair to the model; if necessary this can be refined using more (or all) of the
3D data. We integrate each 3D data set into an integrated volumetric model by allocating
each data point to the appropriate bin, using standard occupancy grid techniques.
Our system design is partially based on an approach to real-time correlation-based
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stereo presented in a 1993 INRIA research report [19]. As this report explains, correlation
based stereo can be used to obtain dense depth maps at high speed and high resolution us-
ing relatively simple algorithms and hardware. Although current algorithm development is
proceeding in Java to facilitate prototyping and verification, we anticipate real-time imple-
mentation of our algorithms for practical application in vehicle control. The availability of
high speed microprocessors, DSP chips and even reconfigurable FPGA-based processors
make it practical today to implement semi-custom high speedprocessors tuned to efficient
implementation of a specific algorithm or set of algorithms.
The system comprises (Figure 1.1) one or more LHD mounted stereo rigs for video
data acquisition. The stereo image sequences are analyzed and integrated into 3D models
as the vehicle moves through the mine. The 3D model is expected to be useful for mine
visualization, tele-robotic applications and implementation of autonomous LHD behaviors.
Figure 1.1: Localization and Modeling System
1.3.2 Time-Integrated 3D Model Construction
The goal of this portion of the project is to build a 3D task oriented scene model with
improved fidelity by integrating stereo data over time. We us2D feature tracking to aid the
3D registration process and provide the camera poses necessary to perform the integration.
Successive 3D maps (point clouds) are registered to the existing model using a RANSAC
[21] technique. The RANSAC approach iteratively matches a smll number (3 or 4) of
randomly selected trackable features in each successive stereo pair to the model. For each
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iteration, the method computes the rigid transformation which best describes the camera
pose relative to the model (the scene is assumed to be static). The support for each pose is
computed by using it to register all temporally tracked features to the model and computing
the residual error after registration and outlier rejection. A measure of the noise in the data
is provided by this residual. It is also noted that autocalibr t on may be performed at this
stage to improve the quality of the fit [30, 20, 23], although we do not attempt to do this
within the video tracking loop.
We demonstrate that an octree based particle model (in whicht e particles are small
discs spanning one or more voxels) derived from (locally) integrated point clouds is suf-
ficient to provide a detailed, textured 3D map of an underground mine. Our integration
method is practical for real-time implementation and uses RANS C techniques to effi-
ciently find both the current vehicle pose and register new measurements to the existing
model. Particles are instantiated in each voxel with sufficient probability of occupancy to
reduce the memory consumed by the model and to represent uncertai ty in the structure.
Uncertainty for the current vehicle pose is obtained from nonli ear optimization performed
between the current stereo observation and the integrated model.
1.3.3 Software System Architecture
This system integrates stereo vision, localization and integration functions required for au-
tomated 3D model building. As the vehicle moves, it is desirable to integrate new 3D data
into the scene model, both to improve and extend the model. This requires determination
of the camera pose for each stereo pair while also estimatings ructure (also referred to
as simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM). Since we colle t the stereo video se-
quence at 7.5 frames per second (30 fps is feasible with the appropriate hardware), there is
relatively little image motion between successive views (stereo image pairs). This makes
it practical to track image features from one view to the next( ven without feature motion
prediction), as the required search region is relatively small. For this purpose, features are
compared to areference view, which includes the left and right camera image intensities,
the left image plane locations of tracked features(u0, v0) and the calculated 3D locations of
those features (in left camera coordinates). Applicable reference views for each previously
observed feature are retained with the 3D model to aid in subsequent matching of later
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views to much older views.
As shown in Figure 1.2, 3D modeling involves calibration, image plane feature track-
ing, 3D point cloud computation and integration of 3D data into the current 3D model.
Video data collected by the stereo camera rigs are analyzed in the Compute Disparities
module to obtain disparity values and to select image plane features to guide pose estima-
tion. The 3D point cloud computed for each view contains 3D locations for every pixel at
which a valid disparity estimate has been obtained. A disparty estimate is deemed to be














































Figure 1.2: 3D Modeling Flow
The output from the Compute Disparities module is the currentdisparity image. Us-
ing disparity, image plane location and calibration data, we compute a 3D point cloud from
the current stereo pair. In order to register these points (which are computed in the coordi-
nate frame of the left camera) with the scene model, it is necessary to determine the pose of
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the stereo rig with respect to the coordinate frame in which the model is represented. The
model coordinate frame will henceforth be referred to as themodel frame. The Pose Track-
ing module determines the camera pose relative to the model frame using a quaternion
based method to solve forabsolute orientation[6]. Input to this algorithm is the computed
3D locations of corresponding points in the reference and current images (correspondences
obtained via temporal feature tracking).
Image plane intensity features are selected for tracking based on the characteristics
of individual correlation windows. Correlation windows aretypically 15 x 15 pixels in
size. For each correlation window in the current view several ch racteristics are examined:
intensity variance, disparity confidence level and the confide ce level at the predicted win-
dow location in the current 3D model. Feature tracking uses aRANSAC technique to find
the camera pose which has the largest support in the current 3D model.
For each RANSAC iteration, the Feature Selection module randomly selects three
high-confidence disparities in the current view, performs temporal tracking on the corre-
sponding image features and estimates camera pose from these thr e feature correspon-
dences (see Section 3.1 for details on pose estimation). In the temporal tracking phase, the
predicted location of each feature in each reference view isbased on prior results from the
Pose Tracking module. If no pose prediction is available, weassume that the camera pose
is the same as that estimated for the previous view (viewi− 1). The predicted image plane
location pair(u0, v0)(ui, vi) is used to initialize a 2D search in the reference image for each
feature. The image plane location(u0, v0) specifies the center pixel of a particular correla-
tion window in the reference view and(ui, vi) is the predicted location of this feature in the
current view. The search region can be kept small if 1) there is little motion between the
reference and current images, or 2) the predicted motion between reference and current im-
ages is accurate. The maximum frame-to-frame image-plane feature motion we observed
in our test video from a loading operation was less than 11 pixels at 7.5 frames/sec.
The resultant pose from each RANSAC iteration is used to transform all current im-
age features into the model frame. The support measure labels f ature correspondence as
an outlier if the distance between the registered 3D featureand the corresponding reference
feature is above a depth-dependent threshold. Sufficient RANSAC trials are run to guaran-
tee a failure probability of less than .001, based on the assumption that the number of inliers
always exceeds 50% and that 3 feature correspondences are used to calculate each pose. If
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the inlier ratio becomes too small, a new reference image is slected for the 2D temporal
feature tracking process to increase the overlap between current and reference views, hence
also increasing the number and quality of common trackable features.
Integration of new 3D point clouds into the 3D Model is accomplished by allocating
each 3D point to a voxel in the volumetric 3D model. Within each occupied voxel, we
maintain an occupancy count, centroid and covariance. These attributes are updated incre-
mentally with each new measurement (stereo pair). The occupancy count is a measure of
confidence that the voxel is occupied, and the centroid and covariance may be used both
for visualization and surface fitting.
1.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the goals and motivation for our system design in the context
of prior work in the domains of computer vision and robotics.This work is novel in that it
integrates the following techniques into a complete systemand demonstrates its utility in
an underground mine environment:
• Robust six degree of freedom pose tracking using multiple ster o image sequences
• Temporal feature tracker exploits current estimates of local 3D structure and rejects
features which do not track well
• Temporal integration and outlier rejection of 3D data acquired from the stereo system
• Scene modeling using a space-efficient octree model
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis provide more detail on the stereo sensing and temporal
integration techniques which were implemented and tested.Chapter 4 describes the experi-
ments performed to test pose tracking and modeling accuracy. Issues of robustness are also
addressed in maintaining an estimate of vehicle pose while driving and turning in a tunnel
with intersections. Chapter 4 also reports success in registering the current multi-camera
view to a prior 3D model to eliminate pose drift in sections ofthe tunnel which have al-
ready been mapped. Chapter 5 provides a summary, conclusionsand plans for developing




The rigid-body transformation which converts from the coordinates of framen to the coor-





where nXj is thejth 3D point represented using framen coordinates,mXj is the same
point in framem coordinates, andmn D is the rigid-body transformation which describes
the transformation (motion) between the coordinates of frame m and the coordinates of
framen.
Left camera coordinates are always used when referring to the coordinate frame of a
stereo rig (rigidly connected pair of cameras), and the relativ extrinsic parameters for a
stereo rig are given by the rigid transformrightleft D which transforms coordinates from the
left camera frame into the right camera frame.
Inhomogeneous point coordinates are distinguished from hoogeneous coordinates
by a tilde; given a homogeneous point in two dimensionsm = [m1,m2,m3], the corre-
sponding inhomogeneous representation is:m̃ = [m1/m3,m2/m3]. Given a homogeneous
point in three dimensionsM = [M1,M2,M3,M4], the corresponding inhomogeneous rep-
resentation isM̃ = [M1/M4,M2/M4,M3/M4].
homogeneous point in 2D: lower casem
inhomogeneous form of point in 2Dm m̃
homogeneous point in 3D: upper caseM
inhomogeneous form of point in 3D M̃
estimated vector: hat M̂
element of set of vectors: subscriptedMi
matrix: upper case bold K
estimated matrix: hat K̂
4x4 rigid transform matrix: upper case bold21D
estimated 4x4 rigid transform matrix: hat21D̂





This chapter describes the stereo vision techniques applied in our system to build 3D scene
models.
2.1 Introduction to Stereo Vision
We use pairs of images to reconstruct 3D coordinates of suitable features visible in a scene.
Since we know the relative pose of the two cameras used to formthe images, reconstruc-
tion of 3D geometry depends mainly on solving the stereo correspondence problem. Stereo
correspondences are found by searching the right image for the best match to each feature
in the left image. Since there is in general more than one possible match, the correspon-
dence problem is ambiguous and it is necessary to carefully select the features and to apply
constraints to minimize the ambiguity of correspondences [18, Chapter 6].
Two pinhole cameras form the images in our stereo imaging model. As shown in
Figure 2.1, there are three coordinate frames used to describ the system. Aworld reference
frameis used to specify 3D coordinates of a point in the scene, and ech camera has a retinal
plane coordinate frame used to specify a location on the image plane. World coordinates are
expressed in meters and image plane coordinates are expressed in either pixels or meters.
For digital cameras, pixel units are defined by the (usually square) size of the discrete image
sensor elements, with origin located at the upper left corner of the sensor; column numbers
increase from left to right and row numbers increase from topto bottom. Note in the figure
that the image plane reference frame origins are at thepiercing pointsP1 andP2. The
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piercing point is the point at which the pinhole camera’s optical axis intersects the image
sensor, and is not the same point as pixel coordinate(0, 0).
Given the two images formed by the pinhole cameras shown in Figure 2.1, the 3D
reconstruction task for the scene pointM (imaged atm1 in the left camera) requires that
we first find thecorrespondingimage pointm2 in the right camera’s image plane. Given
pointsm1,m2, along with the camera centersC1, C2 and image planesR1, R2, we can then
determine the 3D coordinates of pointM by intersecting the rays(C1,m1) and(C2,m2).
Section 2.5 discusses camera calibration to accurately determine the location of the camera
centers and pose of the image planes. Section 2.8 discusses application of theepipolar
constraintto reduce correspondence ambiguity.
A disparity value is computed for each feature which is successfully matched from
left image to right image. The collection of disparity values computed from a stereo im-
age pair is referred to as adisparity image. The disparity image will be dense (disparity
values assigned to most pixels) in regions where scene texture, lighting and geometry are
favorable. Pixel locations for which no disparity estimateis obtained are labeled as in-
valid. Each disparity image value can be back projected to a 3D scene location if camera
calibration data is available. The resulting collection of3D points is referred to as apoint
cloud. A point cloud is represented as a list of 3D points with associated uncertainties (3x3
covariance matrix).
2.2 Video Data Acquisition
Current video camera technology enables the integration of multiple low-cost digital video
cameras into a stereo vision system. Digital camera advantages include high quality, high
resolution image data at up to 30 frames/second, robustnessand implicity in interfacing
multiple cameras with the data acquisition computer. Digital cameras using the IEEE1394
or USB2 interface can provide integrated control of image capture parameters such as frame
size and frame rate, along with remote focus, iris and zoom controls. This will facilitate
later addition of system capabilities including dynamic optimization of camera parameters
for the current task.
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Figure 2.1: Reference Frames for 2 Pinhole Cameras
2.3 Stereo Rig Geometry
To provide sufficient data for mine modeling and navigation,multiple stereo camera rigs
are mounted above the cab of the LHD. At a depth of 3 meters and ahorizontal field of
view of 40 degrees (about 2.25 meters horizontal), each pixel on the (ideal pinhole camera)
image plane integrates light energy from a scene patch whichis approximately3.5mm
square. This resolution results in adequate performance ofthe stereo algorithm on our test
imagery, although further testing to determine the relationship between scene texture and
pixel size is merited. As pixel size decreases, the higher spatial frequency response of the
optical system may improve performance of stereo correlation by sensing fine texture in
otherwise bland image regions. This is an advantage of systems utilizing dynamic zoom
and focus control.
All test imagery was acquired with color CCD cameras mounted onan aluminum
frame bolted to the cab of an LHD. The LHD is operated in CSM’s Edgar Experimental
Mine at Idaho Springs. Lighting is provided by four 500W halogen lamps also mounted on
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the camera frame. Figure2.2 is a photograph of the LHD with lights, cameras and small
form-factor computer installed. The computer is a Shuttle XPC shock mounted on the right
rear fender of the LHD. We find that a one inch thick sheet of foam provides sufficient
vibration isolation to ensure proper and continuous operation of the non-ruggedized com-
puter during tramming operations. We have experienced no reliability problems with the
rigidly mounted Sony cameras.
(a) LHD in Army tunnel (b) Camera rig with 4 cameras and 4 lights
Figure 2.2: LHD with stereo cameras
As shown in Figure 2.3, each stereo rig has a 0.5 meter baseline, and the rectified
optical axes of the left and right rigs (perpendicular to each baseline) are angled 20 degrees
to left and right of the LHD’s direction of travel. This geometry provides a combined field
of view which includes the tunnel walls from a distance of just nder 3 meters ahead of
the cameras and has approximately one meter of overlap (between stereo views) on the
centerline 5 meters ahead of the cameras. Note that the cameras of each rig are verged to
a depth of 3 meters to maximize stereo coverage at this distance. As shown in Figure 2.4,
each stereo rig is aimed downward approximately 15 degrees in order to view the floor of
the tunnel at a distance of about 3.5 meters.
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Figure 2.3: Two rig stereo layout, plan view
Figure 2.4: Two rig stereo layout, elevation
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2.4 Video Subsystem Hardware
The IEEE1394 (Firewire) serial bus cable carries bi-directonal signals and power on a 3-
pair unshielded copper cable. The raw signal bandwidth is 400Mbps with the Sony DFW-
VL500 cameras. This bandwidth is sufficient to operate four cameras in 640x480 YUV422
mode at 7.5 frames per second (fps). Two standard ATA100 diskdr ves provide sufficient
I/O bandwidth to stream the video data to disk files (one per streo rig/disk drive). We
modified an IEEE1394 WDM camera device driver from the Microsoft Platform Software
Development Kit (Platform SDK) to support the Sony DFW-VL500 cameras with remote
focus, zoom and iris controls. We also wrote a custom DirectShow filter which labels
each image frame with source camera ID and acquisition time,then writes the stereo data
to disk. The time stamping is necessary in order to ensure that subsequent processing
operates on matching sets of images (exposed at the same instant in ime) even with the
periodic occurrence of dropped frames.
The cameras operate in external trigger mode to synchronizethe video streams. This
mode uses an external switch closure input (open-collectorTTL compatible) to trigger the
camera shutters. We use a DirectShow high-resolution timerto generate a trigger signal
from the serial port of the PC. The trigger generator is set to ou put pulses at the 7.5 fps,
and the cameras are set to output isochronous video data at the same rate. All four video
streams are transmitted over a single IEEE 1394 serial bus.
The cameras are mounted above the cab of the LHD. There is a small overlap between
the two rigs’ fields of view as shown in Figure 2.3 to aid in calibration and to provide stereo
coverage directly ahead of the LHD. The Firewire interface is integrated into the Shuttle
motherboard. Power for the cameras is provided via the Firewire bus.
2.5 Camera Calibration
Construction of a metric 3D model from the stereo image pair requi s calibration parame-
ters for the camera system. A calibrated stereo camera system ( reo rig) has accurately
specified intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for both camers. We use the pinhole camera
model as shown in Figure 2.5. The pointM is a 3D scene point imaged in cameras 1 and
2. PointsC1 andC2 are the two pinhole camera centers of projection.R1 andR2 are the
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image planes andm1 andm2 are the projections of pointM on each image plane. Piercing
pointsP1 andP2, also calledprincipal points, define the origin for image plane coordinates
(x1, y1) and(x2, y2). The intrinsic camera parameters specify a pinhole camera model with
radial distortion. The pinhole model is characterized by its focal length, image center (prin-
cipal point), pixel spacing in two dimensions and the radialstortion is characterized by
a single parameter. The extrinsic parameters describe the relative position and orientation
of the two cameras. They are represented as a 6-degree of freedom pose for each camera
center of projection relative to a common reference frame. Intrinsic parameters for a given
camera are constant, assuming the physical parameters of the p ics do not change over
time, and may be precalculated. Extrinsic parameters depend on the relative camera poses
and will be constant if the cameras are fixed relative to one another.
The image of a point with camera coordinatesM is formed by an ideal pinhole camera
at image locationm:
m = K [I3x3 | 0]
C1
T DM (2.1)
where I is the 3x3 identity matrix andK and C1T D specify the true pinhole camera intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters.
The image of pointM formed by the modeled left camera is formed at the estimated
image locationm̂1:
m̂1 = K̂1 [I3x3 | 0]
C1
T D̂M (2.2)











constructed using camera 1 intrinsic parameters as defined in [23, Equation 5.10]. The
pinhole camera focal lengths areαx andαy (in pixels) on the image sensor:αx = fmx and
αx = fmy wheref is the focal length (millimeters) andmx,my are the number of pixels
per millimeter alongx andy, respectively. The principal point (intersection of the optical
axis with the image sensor) is(x0, y0) and is also specified in pixels.C1T D̂ is the estimated
transformation from the target coordinate frame to the leftcamera coordinate frame (note
that we adopt the target coordinate frame as theworld framesince the calibration target
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corner positions are known (measured or computed) in the targ t frame). BothC1T D̂ and
the elements of̂K1 are estimated in the single camera calibration process.
Figure 2.5: Stereo Geometry
Similarly, the right camera image ofM is modeled as





where C2C1D̂ is the transformation from left camera coordinates to rightcamera coordinates.
Multiple images of a planar calibration target are necessary to obtain accurate estimates of




| ˆ̃m1 − m̃1|




where the summation is over all of the calibration target corners in multiple images,̃̂m is
the projection of target cornerM onto the image planes using (2.2) and (2.4), andm̃ is
the measured location ofM in each image. The projection of each target corner onto the
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image plane at̂̃m is measured using a corner extraction algorithm which achieves sub-pixel
accuracy.
Calibrating the stereo rig allowsrectificationof the stereo images. The rectification
process:
• makes the image planes coplanar
• makes the optical axes parallel andx axes collinear
• removes radial distortion
• makes the focal lengths equal.
After rectification, the epipolar lines as shown in Figure 2.6 are parallel and have the same
y value in both images (for implementation details, see Sections 2.6 and 2.8.2). The cam-
Figure 2.6: Rectified Stereo Geometry
era optical center is not necessarily at the center of the CCD array. It is defined to be the
piercing point, which is the point at which the optical axis intersects the CCDsensor. The
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Figure 2.7: Calibration Target: unrectified, cross-eyed view
piercing point is defined to be the origin for image sensor coordinates, and is important in
the pinhole camera image projection equation. It is also thecenter for modeling radial dis-
tortion. We verified each camera optical center using the direct optical method described in
[31]. The Tsai algorithm calibration results for the optical enters were usually far from our
measured values when the calibration algorithm was allowedto “optimize” this parameter
(when using a single non-planar calibration target image and Willson’s implementation
[54]). A better calibration procedure is to use multiple images of a planar calibration target
in different orientations. This procedure results in good estimates of the piercing point as
well and is described in more detail in Section 2.6.
Given the operating conditions for the LHD, periodic recalibration is recommended
to compensate for vibration and stress induced changes in camera pose (extrinsic para-
meters)and maintain accuracy. This recalibration would bemost conveniently achieved
throughautocalibrationof the system using live video data.
2.6 Calibration Procedures and Results
Intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters are initially calculated using theCamera Cal-
ibration Toolbox for Matlabprovided by Jean-Yves Bouget [8]. This toolbox implements
Zhang’s maximum likelihood method [57] for calibrating with images of a planar calibra-
tion target (Figure 2.7).
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2.6.1 Individual rig calibration
Our target contains a checkerboard pattern which is 8x72 inches. This target is moved
across each stereo rig’s field of view at depths ranging from 3to 6 meters to collect a video
sequence to perform stereo calibration and characterize accuracy over the desired working
volume. Once each individual camera has been calibrated using multiple images of the
target we perform a stereo calibration (using a modified version of Bouget’s Matlab rou-
tine) to determine the relative extrinsic parameters of each rig’s right camera. The stereo
calibration procedure of Zhang and Bouget minimizes image plane reprojection errors us-
ing Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear optimization to solve for two sets of camera intrinsic
parameters and one set of relative camera extrinsic parameters. Our modification to the
calibration procedure adds disparity to the set of optimization parameters. The additional
error term is the difference between normalized, undistorted image plane disparity (mea-
sured from feature locations in left and right cameras) and the disparity calculated from
fb/z wheref, b andz reflect the solutions for focal length, baseline and featuredepth. We
find that addition of this error term results in more accuratedetermination of the relative
extrinsics by constraining the baseline to agree with the featur depths.
An example of a calibration image is shown in Figure 2.7. Notethat the right camera
image is displayed on the left in this figure; this is for viewing stereo by slightly crossing
your eyes to verge right and left views into a single image. The epipolar line for the pixel
at the center of the box in the left camera image is the red linedrawn on the right camera
image. Similarly, the blue line on the left camera image is the epipolar line corresponding
to the center pixel of the red box drawn on the right camera image. Also note that the
epipolar lines are not horizontal because the images have not been rectified.
The sample calibration results in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 are from the calibration per-
formed at the Edgar mine (caledgar032504). Image distortion is modeled using a two
parameter radial distortion model (fourth and sixth order coefficients as explained in [8]).
Relative camera extrinsics are specified by Bouget’s parametersom andT ; the transforma-
tion from left camera coordinates to right camera coordinates is:
2M = [R(om) | T] 1M
andR(om) is the 3x3 rotation matrix specified in angle-axis form byom = θa. Of the 12
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Intrinsic parameters of left camera:
Focal Length: alpha = [ 787.76851 787.76851 ] [ 1.10577 1.10577 ]
Principal point: (x0, y0) = [ 314.61454 244.18706 ] [ 0.11886 2.09592 ]
Distortion: kc_left = [ -0.23925 0.26784 ] [ 0.02032 0.14520 ]
Intrinsic parameters of right camera:
Focal Length: alpha = [ 784.31007 784.31007 ] [ 1.17303 1.17303 ]
Principal point: (x0, y0) = [ 301.69183 243.60315 ] [ 1.85885 2.64402 ]
Distortion: kc_right = [ -0.23772 0.28791 ] [ 0.02323 0.17761 ]
Extrinsic parameters (position of right camera wrt left camera):
Rotation vector: om = [ -0.00757 0.13877 0.00549 ] [ 0.00222 0.00243 0.00028 ]
Translation vector: T = [ -485.57329 -0.27989 27.31943 ] [ 0.83119 0.94403 3.60083 ]
optimization controls:
focal length 1, radial distortion 1, aspect_ratio 0, principal point 1, disparity 1
Overall reprojection error (pixels)
Left mean/std/max Right mean/std/max
0.08 0.14 1.61 0.13 0.17 1.31
Reprojection error by image left/right mean/std/max (pixels)
1 0.0943 0.2126 1.6093 : 0.2987 0.2467 1.3150
2 0.1028 0.2022 1.1489 : 0.1052 0.1096 0.5992
3 0.1132 0.2190 1.2364 : 0.1150 0.1402 0.7619
4 0.0645 0.1479 1.1266 : 0.0851 0.1688 1.2545
5 0.0441 0.0700 0.4995 : 0.0612 0.1591 1.2921
6 0.0446 0.0446 0.2644 : 0.0551 0.0536 0.2356
7 0.0809 0.1170 0.6101 : 0.0951 0.1336 0.8157
8 0.0550 0.0653 0.3913 : 0.0727 0.0554 0.2677
9 0.0886 0.1343 0.8748 : 0.1763 0.1669 0.9418
10 0.0564 0.0760 0.4080 : 0.0944 0.0949 0.6100
11 0.1037 0.1287 0.8144 : 0.2246 0.2143 0.9421
Overall disparity error (pixels)
mean/std/max
0.00 0.27 1.01
depth error millimeters percent depth range
image mean std max mean std max min max
1 -0.27 15.15 31.99 -0.01 0.39 0.82 3797 4042
2 -3.30 11.64 -31.53 -0.08 0.29 -0.76 3909 4215
3 -3.28 9.28 -24.80 -0.08 0.24 -0.64 3688 4138
4 0.29 6.90 -16.85 0.01 0.19 -0.47 3432 3919
5 0.57 4.99 13.10 0.02 0.15 0.38 3061 3510
6 0.86 3.27 10.22 0.03 0.11 0.33 2713 3150
7 2.00 5.37 14.93 0.07 0.19 0.51 2625 3139
8 0.54 5.40 -20.99 0.02 0.18 -0.66 2766 3193
9 3.32 7.11 17.05 0.10 0.23 0.53 2616 3393
10 0.55 5.00 13.58 0.02 0.19 0.52 2435 2701
11 -3.28 6.40 -17.69 -0.13 0.24 -0.68 2565 2671
Object space errors by image pair (millimeters) std (millimeters)
min mean std max % scale error x y z
1 0.81 13.51 8.24 33.95 0.385 4.27 2.17 15.06
2 1.61 10.64 6.77 32.23 -0.111 3.11 2.03 12.03
3 0.90 9.04 4.73 25.24 0.172 2.05 1.97 9.79
4 0.60 5.82 4.02 17.03 0.017 0.93 1.36 6.86
5 0.43 4.23 2.94 13.94 0.003 0.65 1.05 4.99
6 0.32 2.84 2.10 10.39 0.043 0.64 0.84 3.36
7 0.38 4.98 3.10 14.99 0.102 0.70 1.15 5.70
8 0.38 3.99 4.01 22.01 0.463 1.47 0.71 5.40
9 0.46 6.62 4.81 18.08 -0.735 2.21 0.88 7.81
10 0.47 4.23 3.10 14.00 0.206 1.40 0.60 5.00
11 0.37 6.00 4.35 18.19 0.011 1.71 0.76 7.15
Overall object space errors (mm)
mean std max
x -0.10 2.05 9.82
y 0.01 1.35 -7.17
z -0.18 8.26 31.99
Figure 2.8: Stereo Calibration Results: rig 1
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Intrinsic parameters of left camera:
Focal Length: alpha = [ 788.24425 788.24425 ] [ 0.73289 0.73289 ]
Principal point: (x0, y0) = [ 315.41312 246.66160 ] [ 0.11582 3.00922 ]
Distortion: kc_left = [ -0.22993 0.30134 ] [ 0.00993 0.05206 ]
Intrinsic parameters of right camera:
Focal Length: alpha = [ 792.87934 792.87934 ] [ 1.35489 1.35489 ]
Principal point: (x0, y0) = [ 314.69986 243.58572 ] [ 1.32912 3.07043 ]
Distortion: kc_right = [ -0.22733 0.35986 ] [ 0.01465 0.09771 ]
Extrinsic parameters (position of right camera wrt left camera):
Rotation vector: om = [ 0.01827 0.03755 -0.02942 ] [ 0.00163 0.00176 0.00023 ]
Translation vector: T = [ -489.55475 11.38558 26.59470 ] [ 1.16953 1.55539 6.84055 ]
Overall reprojection error (pixels)
Left mean/std/max Right mean/std/max
0.06 0.12 1.46 0.08 0.17 2.37
Reprojection error by image left/right mean/std/max (pixels)
1 0.0236 0.0277 0.1513 : 0.0399 0.0376 0.1854
2 0.0338 0.0418 0.2027 : 0.0432 0.0576 0.4674
3 0.0567 0.0891 0.4278 : 0.0730 0.1584 0.9893
4 0.0590 0.0965 0.7105 : 0.0810 0.1342 0.9690
5 0.1132 0.2452 1.4559 : 0.1686 0.3711 2.3712
6 0.0343 0.0299 0.1458 : 0.0437 0.0437 0.1831
7 0.0345 0.0410 0.2415 : 0.0474 0.0524 0.2392
8 0.0764 0.1471 0.7147 : 0.1224 0.2494 1.5730
9 0.1038 0.1994 1.0931 : 0.1330 0.2214 1.0141
10 0.0431 0.0916 0.7108 : 0.0523 0.0648 0.3501
11 0.0407 0.0464 0.2509 : 0.0453 0.0415 0.1912
12 0.0635 0.1075 0.6316 : 0.0647 0.1145 0.7626
Overall disparity error (pixels)
mean/std/max
0.01 0.17 -0.53
depth error millimeters percent depth range
image mean std max mean std max min max
1 -2.14 5.83 -19.04 -0.05 0.15 -0.48 3905 4000
2 0.69 5.41 14.63 0.02 0.14 0.36 3828 4148
3 1.58 7.79 20.91 0.04 0.19 0.54 3857 4291
4 -1.25 6.67 -22.31 -0.03 0.17 -0.55 3600 4136
5 2.90 7.18 23.99 0.07 0.18 0.56 3268 4367
6 0.47 6.28 14.58 0.01 0.18 0.42 3322 3529
7 1.21 6.25 17.36 0.03 0.17 0.47 3493 3759
8 -2.16 8.64 26.81 -0.05 0.18 0.56 4605 4875
9 -1.72 10.28 -28.57 -0.04 0.22 -0.62 4560 4678
10 -3.44 6.08 -20.26 -0.08 0.15 -0.50 3998 4211
11 0.11 5.98 -14.89 0.00 0.17 -0.41 3252 3613
12 -1.14 6.06 -14.67 -0.03 0.16 -0.40 3593 3915
Object space errors by image pair (millimeters)
min mean std max % scale error
1 0.07 4.97 3.93 19.36 -0.039
2 0.50 4.60 3.19 14.68 -0.068
3 0.40 6.53 4.87 21.47 -0.058
4 0.38 5.46 4.27 22.53 -0.012
5 0.65 6.09 5.04 24.04 -0.844
6 0.52 5.36 3.52 15.05 -0.184
7 0.67 5.21 3.95 18.07 0.120
8 0.74 7.18 5.83 27.19 0.022
9 0.76 8.63 6.37 29.72 0.068
10 0.66 5.52 4.50 20.54 -0.127
11 0.26 5.27 3.39 15.44 -0.105
12 0.40 5.25 3.55 14.92 -0.023
Overall object space errors (mm)
mean std max
x 0.15 1.47 8.19
y 0.02 1.05 5.05
z -0.41 7.18 -28.57
Figure 2.9: Stereo Calibration Results: rig 2
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Figure 2.10: Percentage Depth Error Rig 1

































Figure 2.11: Percentage Depth Error Rig 2
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image pairs chosen for calibration, pair 3 from rig 1 was eliminated because glare interfered
with corner detection. This left 11 image pairs for rig 1 calibration and 12 image pairs for
rig 2 calibration. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 are plots of depth error versus depth for each image
pair.
2.6.2 Multi-rig calibration
With multiple stereo rigs in a system, it is also necessary tomeasure the pose of each rig
in the desired model coordinate system. This enables transformation of coordinates from
each rig into a common model frame in order to integrate all observations into a single
model. For the two rig geometry used in the tunnel modeling experiment, there is a small
overlap between the left rig’s right camera (camera 2) field of view and that of the right
rig’s left camera (camera 3). Ideally, initial rig-to-rig calibration would be performed by
treating cameras 2 and 3 as a separate stereo rig and following the procedure described
above to obtain a measurement of the relative extrinsics between these two cameras (using
several images of the calibration target visible to both cameras 2 and 3, and constraining
both camera’s intrinsics to those already obtained). At this point we have obtained the pose
of camera 2 in the camera 1 frame, the pose of camera 3 in the camra 2 frame and the
pose of camera 4 in the camera 3 frame. These extrinsic parameters are then used to define
the common model (LHD) frame (origin at the center of the linesegment connecting the
camera 2 and 3 centers and z axis bisecting the angle between th camera 2 and 3 optical
axes) and derive the pose of each rig’s left camera in the model frame. The origin of the
model frame is chosen to be the midpoint of the line connecting the centers of projection
of cameras 2 and 3. Orientation of the model frame is chosen such that the z axis points in
the direction of LHD travel, with the x axis horizontal and pointing to the right.
Unfortunately, the stereo calibration optimization (bundle adjustment) failed to con-
verge due to the lack of a sufficient number and variety of target poses. This was due to
the small common field of view, which limits the volume in whicthe calibration target
is visible to both cameras 2 and 3. Failure of the multiple view-set approach necessitated





target is simultaneously visible in all 4 cameras), but the uncertainty of this calculation is
unknown. SinceC1C2D̂ is known accurately from the stereo calibration for the stereo rig
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C3D̂. To refine the estimate of
C1
C3D̂ without performing a special calibration
procedure, it is possible to perform a nonlinear optimization using a set of poses obtained
from tracking a general motion of the LHD. This is desirable,since it is based only on the
estimated poses obtained from an arbitrary video sequence,requiring no calibration tar-
get and also not dependent on corresponding image features over time (a process which is
prone to errors, resulting inoutliers which corrupt the results of nonlinear optimization).
Suppose we have tracked the pose of two stereo rigs over a set of vi ws i ∈ [1, N ]. Let
each estimated pose beref0cur0D̂i for rig 0 and
ref1
cur1D̂i for rig 1, where the coordinate frames
labeledref0 andref1 apply to the same (fixed) instant in time, and the coordinate fr mes
labeledcur0 andcur1 apply to succeeding simultaneous views. These two sets of poses
define two trajectories, one for each stereo rig, and (assuming that the rigs are rigidly con-
nected), the desired transformation from camera 1 to camera3 is constant, and the poses









where the subscripti indexes the pairs of poses measured in the first and second stereo rigs,
respectively. We use the bundle adjustment technique describ d in Section 2.7.2 to solve





















































whereQ(·) represents conversion of a 4x4 matrix to its 6 parameter formand eacherri is
a 6x1 column vector.
The results obtained using this method include the Jacobianof the error function at the
solution, and this may be used to estimate the uncertainty ofC1C3D̂ as explained in Section
3.1.5. We also present the results of uncertainty estimation using Monte Carlo techniques
in Section 4.1.2. The uncertainty estimate based on the Jacobian is found to agree well with
that obtained using the Monte Carlo technique.
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2.7 Autocalibration
If the errors in the Euclidean (rigid motion) transformation computed in the pose estimation
stage become too large, it may be necessary to refine the stereo rig calibration parameters.
Autocalibration using point correspondences across an image sequence can provide an es-
timate of all intrinsic and extrinsic parameters except forradial distortion ([23, Chapter
18]). The standard photogrammetric approach to refinement of calibration parameters is
calledbundle adjustmentand involves the use of nonlinear optimization techniques to min-
imize the reprojection error (in the image plane) of the corresponding points. There is also
much computer vision literature describing linear methodst olve for camera calibration
parameters. The advantage of the nonlinear optimization appro ch is that it minimizes geo-
metric error (see theGold Standard Algorithmin [23, Chapter 3]. A potential disadvantage
of (projective) bundle adjustment is that it may converge toa l cal minimum instead of the
desired global minimum. If working with calibrated camerasthe bundle adjustment can
be initialized close to the global minimum. For uncalibrated cameras, a bundle adjustment
is generally recommended as a final step, with the direct linear method used for an initial
estimate.
2.7.1 Direct Linear Method
This method for self-calibration exploits properties of the image of the absolute dual quadric
Q∗∞ (the dual of theImage of the Absolute ConicΩ∞) [23, Sections 2.7 and 18.3]. In an ar-
bitrary projective frame,Q∗∞ is represented by a symmetric 4x4 matrix with the following
properties [23, Result 18.3]:
1. It is singular of rank 3
2. Its null space is the vector representing the plane at infinity, Q∗∞π∞ = 0
3. It is positive semi-definite (or negative, depending on the homogeneous scale).







and in a projective coordinate frame,Q∗∞ = HĨH
T whereH is a non-singular homo-
geneous 3x3 matrix. Given an estimate ofQ∗∞, we can obtain a metric reconstruction
by decomposing it intoHĨHT and upgrading the projective camera matrix to metric as:
PM = PH
−1 [23, Result 18.4]. We now useQ∗∞ to find ω





We can then solve for the camera intrinsic parameters by decomposingω∗ since, in a
Euclidean frame [23, Equation 7.9]:
ω∗ = KKT . (2.9)
To obtain an estimate ofQ∗∞ from a set of images, we first find a projective reconstruction
{Pi,Xj} wherei indexes images,j indexes features and the first camera pose is taken to
beP0 = [I3x3 | 0]. A linear solution forQ∗∞ may then be found by imposing constraints
on the camera intrinsics [23, 18.3.1]. For example, if the principal point is known, we can












= 0. Five views are then sufficient to construct a
linear system which may be solved (via SVD) forQ∗∞ (which has 10 degrees of freedom).
We can then upgrade the projective cameras to metric and solve for the camera matrixK
as described above.
The autocalibration procedure above can be applied to multiple uncalibrated images
to solve for all of the camera parameters and 3D structure forfeatures matched between
pairs of images. As long as the motion between views is sufficiently general and a sufficient
number of features are correctly matched, this solution is uambiguous and allows compu-
tation of a metric reconstruction of the scene. Since there is no need for special calibration
objects to accomplish this autocalibration, it may be applied more conveniently and more
frequently. The requirement for general motion between views, however, is not satisfied by
planar motions (vehicle motion provides rotation about a single axis perpendicular to the
plane of motion) [58]. To resolve the resulting ambiguity, rotation about an additional axis
is required, or a priori knowledge of camera parameters may be used [42]. Since we begin
with calibrated cameras and a metric reconstruction in thiswork, we use bundle adjustment
to refine calibration parameters, as described in the next section and Section 4.1.2.
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2.7.2 Bundle Adjustment
Refinement of the stereo rig calibration parameters using nonlinear optimization techniques
is straightforward. We first define the measure of error to be minimized. This is based on
reprojection error of point correspondences. Suppose we hav M stereo images of a cali-
bration target. For each left camera image, there is atarget poseiTD̂ which best describes
the position and orientation of the calibration target in the ith left camera’s coordinate
frame. Because we start with calibrated cameras, the 3D coordinates we estimate for each





wherei ∈ [1,M ], iX̂j is the homogeneous left camera coordinate for a point[xj, yj, zj, 1]T
measured in viewi and TXj is the true location of the point in the target frame. By
definition, the corner points of the planar grid have coordinatesXj = (xj, yj, 0) in the
target frame.iTD̂ is a 4 x 4 matrix with six degrees of freedom.
Each set of target posesiTD̂ represents rigid transformations from the target reference
frame to the left camera coordinate frame at viewof the target. We use a planarcalibration
target to provide a large number of corner features which can be accur tely located and
described with a single target pose. Also note that it is unnecessary to maintain separate
poses for each left camera and each imaged target, since without loss of generality we may
choose the world frame to be the that of the left camera. Sincethe right camera is fixed
relative to the left camera, a single additional rigid transformation, the right camerarelative
poseis necessary to form the right camera image of each 3D scene poi t.
The projection of a target cornerTXj onto the left image plane atiLx̂j is modeled by
the equation [23, Section 5.1]
















defining the left camera intrinsic properties.
Since the right camera is rigidly connected to the left camera, the image ofX in the
right camera is given by






whereK̂R is the 3 x 3 matrix defining the right camera intrinsic properties.
Reprojection error is defined as the Euclidean image plane distance between the mea-
sured (temporally corresponded) point images,x̃j, and the image plane locations computed
using the estimated 3D scene points (target poses) and rightcamera relative pose,̃̂xj. A
bundle adustment is initialized using the target poses estimated via the temporal correspon-
dences and current estimate of right camera relative pose. Th error function to minimize
is the sum of the squared distances between the images of the scen points and the image












The number of degrees of freedom in the minimization is 6 per target plus 6 more
for RLD̂ assuming all camera intrinsic parameters are known. To allow a different focal
length for each target we would add 2 more variables per target. If our calibration target is
a planar checkerboard pattern with 36 internal corners, each target image pair provides 144
equations from equations (2.11) and (2.13) (36 corners * (2 image plane coordinates) * (2
images)). With a total of either 12 or 14 unknowns, this represents a highly overdetermined
system and the optimization process is generally quite stable.
If each “calibration target” is, instead, an image feature for which we have only left to
right stereo correspondence, there are 3 unknowns for eachXj (the x, y and z coordinates
in the left camera frame) and the projection equations becom
Lx̂j = K̂L [I3x3 | 0] X̂j

















where the summation is overj image features and we now have 4 equations for eachX̂j.
Since there are 3 unknowns perX̂j plus 6 for RLD̂, we have3N + 6 unknowns and4N
equations whereN is the number of image features for which we have left to rightcorre-
spondences. ForN > 6 we have an overdetermined system and we can solve for the right
camera relative pose,RLD̂. ForN > 8 we can also include the focal length for each camera.
If we also haveM temporal correspondences for the N image features described above
(N matched features in views[1,M ], we can go back to equations 2.11 and 2.13 with
6(M−1) unknowns for the additional left camera poses, plus3N unknowns for the(x, y, z)
coordinates of the tracked features in the first view. This rai es the number of unknowns
from 3N + 6 to 3N + 6M . We now have4MN equations so e.g. withN = 8 andM = 6
we have 192 equations and 60 unknowns. We could add 2 more unknow s per view and
also solve for focal lengths for each view.
2.8 Disparity Image Calculation
The result of the stereo correlation process is adisparity imagefrom each stereo image
pair. This image contains a disparity value for each pixel inthe left image of the pair. A
particular disparity value may beundefined, if image texture (intensity variance along the
epipolar line) was too low, or if the left/right consistencycheck failed (see Section 1.1.2.2
for a description of confidence measures). We estimate the unc rtainty for each point cloud
element from a priori knowledge of the geometry of the stereoacquisition system and
accuracy obtained in the calibration process. This uncertainty is expressed as a 3-vector
representing a one-sigma variation along each axis in the model coordinate frame. The
uncertainty defines an ellipsoid in model coordinates representing the location of the center
of the image patch back projected into the scene.
Since there are a number of different correlation measures which may be used in mea-
suring disparity, we compared the performance of several different measures on samples of
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underground imagery. As stated in [2], radiometric distortion has a strong effect on area-
based correlation, so only measures which are robust to thisfactor were tested. Several of
the measures produce disparity images which are relativelydense, as was shown in [53].
2.8.1 Image Preprocessing
Especially in low-light conditions, intensity noise is observable in the stereo images. This
noise can cause errors in the correlation process. To reducethe ffect of this noise, both
low-pass and median filters may be applied to the intensity values prior to further process-
ing. A 5x5 Gaussian filter as described in [11, 10] or a 5x5 square mask median filter is
used for the lowpass operation. The 5x5 Gaussian filter is symmetric and product separable,
constructed from horizontal and vertical coefficients (prior to normalization):
[0.05 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.05]
which roughly corresponds to a Gaussian shape withσ of 1.5. The lowpass filters increase
the percentage of unambiguous peaks in the correlation curves discussed below.
2.8.2 Rectification
The stereo algorithm as implemented here exploits several constraints imposed by the cam-
era and scene geometry. The epipolar constraint imposed by the stereo rig geometry is
used to reduce the search for matching regions from two dimensions to one (along the
epipolar line). Implicit in region matching by intensity correlation is the Lambertian light-
ing assumption, which implies that each planar surface has te ame apparent brightness
regardless of viewing direction. (Some of the correlation measures are robust to intensity
offsets and scaling differences between images and hence not as dependent on Lambertian
characteristics.) Another assumption is that the imaged surface is fronto-parallel, so that its
projection (after rectification) is geometrically identical in both images [56, 9]. Especially
with a wide baseline stereo rig, as used here, some of these assumptions are violated in
portions of the scene. We demonstrate good performance in detecting these regions of the
image and rejecting the resulting invalid depth measurements.
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2.8.3 Correlation-based Stereo Matching Techniques
Correlation-based stereo matching is performed by comparing pixels within a fixed window
in the left image to those in a moving window in the right imageof a stereo pair. Given
the epipolar geometry for the stereo rig, the search for a match may be limited to the
epipolar line in the right image which corresponds to the center pixel of the fixed window
in the left image. A set of correlation values as a function ofinteger disparity results from
sliding the right window along the epipolar line and applying a similarity measure at each
position. The correct disparity is taken to be that which results in a global extremum of the
similarity measure. Multiple local extrema in the similarity measure represent ambiguities
which may result in incorrect matches. A regular (spatiallyperiodic) image texture is an
example of a case in which the similarity measure becomes ambiguous. For nonperiodic
textures, the probability of a mismatch decreases as the size of the correlation window and
the amount of texture increase, but the achievable range accuracy is less for larger windows
due to averaging effects [40, 19]. Sub-pixel disparity resoluti n may be achieved by fitting
a parabola to the peak of the correlation function.
2.8.4 Parametric Similarity Measures
Correlation-based stereo matching requires some measure ofth similarity of the regions
being matched in the left and right images. This section presents several similarity mea-
sures from the literature. The measures presented in this section assume that the image
intensities have parametric (in particular, Gaussian) statistics.
For rectified stereo pairs (see Section 2.5), disparity is simply the difference in image
planex coordinates of corresponding left and right pixels (see [18] Section 6.2.3.1), and
the depth of an image feature is a direct function of the dispar ty:




whered is the disparity,u1, v1 andu2, v2 are the pixel coordinates in the left and right
images,b is the stereo rig baseline (distance between camera projection centers),f is the
focal length (assumed to be the same for both cameras) andz is the depth to the scene for
this pixel.
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Faugeras et al. [19] describe several correlation criteriawhich they have characterized
for performance and reliability in matching pixels. They defin six correlation criteria
(Equations 2.19-2.24). HereI1 andI2 are the left and right pixel intensities and the pixel
coordinates areu, v. The indices(i, j) represent the location of the center pixel of an N x N
window (N is an odd integer). The following notation is used to represent the sum of all






I(i + m, j + n) : m,n ∈ [−(N − 1)/2, (N − 1)/2]. (2.18)
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Faugeras et al. state that theirC3 (normalized zero-mean Sum of Squared Differences
(SSD)) andC4 (normalized zero-mean cross-correlation) measures perform best, and define
two additional measures,C5 andC6, being more amenable to fast computation. TheC1 and
C5 criteria, which we use in our implementation, measure differences in intensity and must
be minimized with respect to disparity. To obtain theC5 measure, theC1 measure is applied
to a mean intensity difference image. The result of the mean intensity difference operator
is just the difference in intensity of a given pixel from the average intensity of the window
centered on that pixel. We also observe that theC5 measure provides a good approximation
to theC3 measure as reported in [19]. In general, theC5 measure provides a more robust
match indication than does theC1 measure, and is relatively efficient for implementation.
Banks [2] also reviews similarity measures used in stereo matching. They list the
following area-based parametric measures: sum of absolutedifferences (SAD), zero mean
sum of absolute differences (ZSAD) (Equations 1.1 and 1.2),sum of squared differences
(SSD and unnormalizedC1), zero mean sum of squared differences (ZSSD and unnormal-
ized C3), normalized cross-correlation (NCC andC2), and zero mean normalized cross-
correlation (ZNCC andC4). They report that while the SAD and SSD metrics are simplest
to compute, their performance degrades in the presence of radi metric distortion, which re-
sults when the intensity values reported by the two cameras are related by a non-unity scale
factor and a constant offset. The zero mean metrics compensate for the offset by remov-
ing the mean value over the window and the normalized metricscompensate for scaling
by dividing by the variance over the window. We observe that te normalization used in
Faugeras’ measuresC1 andC3 does improve the shape of the resulting correlation peaks.
2.8.5 Non-parametric Similarity Measures
In addition to the similarity measures based on these six metrics, here are similarity mea-
sures based on the non-parametric rank and census local transforms (Banks et al. [4]).
These transforms are based on the relative ordering of intensity values within a window
instead of the absolute values of intensities. Consequently, the are not sensitive to ra-
diometric distortion, since the constant offset and scaling differences between images will
not change the relative intensity values within a window. Additionally, the non-parametric
measure is more robust to outliers than the metric measure, since an outlier with large
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deviation does not disproportionately affect the non-parametric measure.
The rank transform is simply a count of the number of pixels within a window which
have values less than that of the center pixel. This value, ranging from 0 to N-1, where
N is the number of pixels in the window, replaces the value of the center pixel in the
transformed image. Stereo matching is then performed by applying one of the parametric
similarity measures to the transformed images.
The census transform is applied by comparing the intensity of each pixel in a window
to the center pixel intensity and generating a bit string; one represents pixels with lesser
intensity while zero represents pixels with greater intensity. The Hamming distance is used
to measure similarity between windows. The Hamming distance is simply a count of the
number of bits which are different between windows.
2.8.6 Other Stereo Matching Algorithms
Feature-based (not to be confused with our use of the “featur” to mean an NxN pixel image
patch), stereo matching relies on the extraction of higher-level features from each image
and subsequent determination of feature correspondences.These features may be edges,
corners or curves detected in the intensity image. While the correspondence process for
this method generally requires less computation, given that there are many fewer features
than pixels to match, the resulting depth map is also less dene. Feature-based techniques
tend to work better on scenes of man-made objects, while area-based techniques work
best on highly textured scenes such as rockpiles that tend toconfuse the feature detectors.
Accuracy of matching is better for feature-based methods, since features may be measured
with subpixel accuracy, whereas area-based methods have a smoothing effect with a loss of
accuracy which grows with the size of the window [19, 2, 1].
2.9 Comparison of Correlation Measures
We have implemented several different correlation measures for use in stereo matching.
These include eight parametric and two non-parametric measur s as described in Sections
2.8.4 and 2.8.5. The parametric measures are:
• NCC (C2), ZNCC (C4, C6): Normalized Cross-Correlation
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• SAD, ZSAD: Sum of Absolute Differences
• SSD (C1), ZSSD (C3, C5): Sum of Squared Differences
The parametric measures with the “Z” (zero-mean) prefix are computed by first subtract-
ing the window mean intensity from each pixel intensity. This as the effect of reducing
sensitivity to radiometric distortion and greatly improves the performance of the stereo
correlation process. The non-parametric measures are:
• Rank: Pixel intensities replaced by rank within window
• Census: Pixel intensities replaced by bitstring
All correlation measures may also be normalized by the product of the sums of squared
intensities over both windows. For left/right consistencychecking, which looks for extrema
along two different directions within the correlation volume C(x, y, d), it is desirable to
have both terms of this normalization factor included. If the consistency check is not per-
formed, the first (left window) term need not be computed, since it is constant along the
epipolar line in the right image.
Preliminary testing indicated that performance of the non-zero-mean parametric mea-
sures is significantly lower than the zero-mean and non-parametric measures. The Census
measure, which uses pixel values containingN(N + 1) bits, whereN is the size of the
correlation window (e.g. 225 bit values forN = 15), has not been optimized, and is also
not evaluated, but it should be noted that according to [4] the Census transform may be
implemented efficiently in firmware and therefore should notbe excluded from future con-
sideration for use in a real-time system. Three of the remaining four measures: ZSSD,
ZSAD, and Rank are used to compute disparity images from a stereo image of a muckpile
(the NCC measure is more difficult to optimize). These images ar compared in terms of
density and the number of outliers generated. For this comparison, only the subset of im-
age pixels which lie within the examined disparity range areincluded in the analysis. The
disparity range for this test is[−32, 32] pixels, corresponding to az range (in left camera
coordinates) of[2.5, 3.4] meters.
To compare the performance of the various correlation measur s, we measure the
density of results for a portion of a typical muckpile image.(To simplify the evaluation,
this is a portion of the scene chosen to lie within the computed disparity range.) The
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left/right consistency check (see Section2.8.2) is applied to all results. This test rejects
inconsistent disparities and results in less than 100% of pixels having associated disparity
measurements. The first 9 tests have been run without normalization and with one of three
preprocessing options (see Section 2.8.1): no filtering, 5x5 Gaussian lowpass filter and 5x5
median filter. Results are shown in Table 2.1. These results indicate that the Rank measure
generates the largest percentage of left/right consistentcorrelation peaks (and the fewest
single peaks), while the ZSSD measure generates by far the larg st percentage of single
consistent correlation peaks. The single peak category of disparity indicates high confi-
dence, since the correlation curve had only a single peak above a dynamic noise threshold.
The noise threshold is set at 25% of the maximum correlation value for each correlation
curve. It should be noted that the noise threshold parameter(and perhaps other parameters)
in the correlation process could be tuned to improve the performance of each individual
measure. The objective of this evaluation is simply to demonstrate whether any of the
measures is of practical utility for our application, and wedemonstrate that several of the
measures provide acceptable performance
Measure Filter % Valid Disparities % Single Peak
ZSSD none 67 43
ZSSD Gauss 75 59
ZSSD Median 72 54
ZSAD none 72 14
ZSAD Gauss 76 28
ZSAD Median 75 23
Rank none 80 7
Rank Gauss 78 18
Rank Median 80 12
Table 2.1: Disparity Density Tests
The test runs in Table 2.2 include an extra normalization step (the denominator in
Faugeras’ correlation measures, Section 2.19-2.24). We obs rve that for the zero-mean and
Rank measures, this step has no beneficial effects.
The number of outliers is estimated by visual examination ofdisparity images and the
stereo pairs (the human visual system provides an independent measure of depth, by direct
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Measure Filter % Valid Disparities % Single Peak
ZSSD Gauss 75 59
ZSAD Gauss 76 27
Rank Gauss 77 17
Table 2.2: Normalized Measure Tests
observation of the stereo pair). The correlation measures are then ranked in terms of rel-
ative numbers of outliers observed in a specific region of theimage. Rankings are shown
in Table 2.3 which shows that the ZSSD measure generated the fewest outliers. Sample
disparity images are shown in Figure 2.12. The three disparity images are each 500 x 200
pixels and are displayed in the order (ZSSD, ZSAD, Rank) from tp to bottom. The out-
liers in these disparity images are mostly in the lower left corner of each display and stand
out as bright spots against the correct disparities. Black signifies undefined values, dark
grey represents a small depth value and white is the largest depth. The bright spots scat-
tered about the image are clearly anomalous, since they indicate depths much greater than
that of the surface of the muckpile in the immediately surrounding area. All three mea-
sures generate dense disparities with few outliers on the muckpile imagery, and additional





Table 2.3: Correlation Measures Ranked by Outliers (1 is best)
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Integration of multiple range data sets has several potential advantages. One is reduction of
the errors in the model estimates through computation of weight d averages and rejection
of outliers. Another is filling gaps in the model constructedfrom individual measurements.
These gaps in 3D coverage are often quite large in a single range image due to occlusions
or lack of scene texture.
The result of temporal integration is an integrated 3D modelaccumulated over a ve-
hicle motion through which we have tracked camera pose relativ to the model frame.
Integration is always performed using coordinates in the model frame as defined in Section
1.3.3. To perform integration it is necessary to compute thes ereo rig pose relative to the
model coordinate frame (this is the “localization” in SLAM), and we accomplish this us-
ing a RANSAC technique similar to that described by Molton [37]. Our feature selection
method (3.1.1) is different: since it is our intent to generat dense stereo, we assume that
stereo correlation is performed over the entire image pair prior to temporal tracking, and
make use of correlation quality measures to aid in selectionof good features. Feature selec-
tion is performed dynamically, choosing the “best” set of features in each new frame which
are successfully matched with a prior (reference) frame. Wealso differ in the method of
calculating a pose solution: whereas Molton uses stereo matching information only in the
reference pair and solves for motion constrained by temporal matches between left images,
we use stereo matching in both reference and current pairs todirectly solve for the motion.
Initially, tracking is performed with all pose calculations using depth information derived
solely from the reference and current stereo image pairs; once a (partial) model is available,
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more sophisticated approaches which make use of the integrated model (to improve pose
tracking and structure integration accuracy) are employed. Pose estimates based on current
and reference stereo data only are necessary for initialization nd error recovery. Because
each stereo pair provides metric 3D structure with good accur y and a reasonably low
percentage of outliers the stereo-only approach works wellfor initialization. We show that
the integrated volumetric models constructed with this technique agree well with ground
truth data (over a 50 meter distance) at a voxel size of 6.125 centimeters.
This chapter begins with a detailed description of the process by which our system
estimates vehicle pose and registers each stereo observation to he model coordinate frame
(Sections 3.1and 3.2). This involves (for each frame of video), selection and matching
of image features, application of a RANSAC technique to obtain a robust pose estimate
and integration of each stereo point cloud into the volumetric model. To expand the field
of view and improve the robustness of pose tracking, multiple stereo rigs are utilized in
this process, as discussed in Section 3.1.4. Maintaining anestimate of pose uncertainty
is discussed in Sections 3.1.5 and 3.1.6. An estimate of poseunc rtainty is necessary for
matching the current view to prior views, and this topic is dicussed in Section 3.1.7.
A 3D visualization of the volumetric model is generated to prvide a qualitative check
of system performance. The use of this technique for verification of the octree based vol-
umetric modeling software is described in Section 3.3. Thissection also demonstrates the
utility of the voxel centroid and covariance data to providea compact description of surface
observations.
3.1 Registration and Pose Estimation
Assuming that the scene is static, a rigid-body transformation of the 3D locations of cor-
responding features will describe the observed motion. This is a photogrammetric task
referred to as determining theabsolute orientationof the system [25]. The rigid-body






where mXj is a 3D point represented using reference frame coordinatesand nXj is the
same point measured in framen. (Unless otherwise notedmXj is represented in the stereo
rig 0 reference frame at timem, nXj is represented in the stereo rig 0 reference frame at
timen and mn D represents the transformation from rig 0 framen to rig 0 framem.)
The goal here is to solve the absolute orientation problem for each stereo pair relative
to a prior framem (which has previously been related to the model coordinate fr me), in
order toregisterthe coordinates obtained in framen to the model frame, and integrate the
results into a single 3D model. A practical approach for reducing accumulation of regis-
tration error is to register each new pair to the oldest pair wh ch has sufficient overlap with
the new pair, and we use this approach for the tunnel modelingapplication. Temporal fea-
ture tracking (2D correlation) is used to match image features, one of which (the reference
feature) has already been registered to the scene model.
Registration of multiple stereo pairs (model initialization) is accomplished by tempo-
ral tracking of image features for which a high-confidence disparity was measured. The
reliability of feature tracking in intensity images degrades in accuracy as the change in
camera pose increases. This is unavoidable due to the changein character of imaged fea-
tures resulting from changes in perspective and illumination angle (although some of these
effects may be compensated by a warping operation based on the predicted change in pose).
An example of this change is shown in Figure 3.1 for a small scene r gion (54x44 pixels)
viewed from vehicle positions which are 9 frame intervals (1.2 seconds) apart. The se-
lected image region is outlined in green in Figure 3.2. Thereis a noticeable change in
scale, in addition to some change in the distribution of intensities, which would need to
be compensated to achieve good correlation-based matchingbetween images with large
changes in viewpoint. Our temporal tracking algorithm attempts to improve tracking ac-
curacy by compensating for viewpoint changes using the estimated surface orientation and
camera poses to rectify both image patches to a common plane before correlation. Light-
ing changes are also compensated through use of the ZSSD (zero-mean sum of squared
differences) measure for comparing intensity patches.
As described below in Section 3.1.1, we use the measured disparit es to project the im-
age plane locations of corresponding points (in the reference a d current images) obtained
via feature tracking into 3D camera coordinates for each image. We then apply a quater-
nion based method for determining absolute orientation as described in [6] to obtain the
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(a) Frame 90 (b) Frame 99
Figure 3.1: Image Patch in Two Views
Figure 3.2: Feature Location in Frame 90
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transform mn D from cameran coordinates to cameram (reference frame) coordinates. The
set of 3D feature locations identified in the current view is then transformed to the reference
frame usingmn D and uncertainty is estimated as described in Section 3.1.5.Sensor noise
is one source of error in this process as is low image varianced scene geometry which
deviates greatly from the fronto-parallel surface assumption implicit in correlation-based
stereo.
Calibration errors will also contribute to the degradation of feature matching as cam-
era pose changes. This is due to the fact that a Euclidean transfo mation will not describe
the motion of the point cloud unless the calibration is sufficiently accurate. Otherwise, there
is an unknown projective transformation from calibrated camera coordinates to Euclidean
space (assuming radial and tangential distortion have beenremoved). While calibration
errors could also result in incorrect epipolar geometry after rectification, which would re-
sult in incorrect feature correspondences, our calibration pr cess characterizes the epipolar
geometry quite accurately. Since we have feature correspondences between multiple view-
points at this stage of processing, these observations can be used to refine the camera cal-
ibration parameters. If the motion between views is sufficiently general, automatic refine-
ment of the calibration parameters can be performed using stratification methods (Section
2.7) ([23, Section 18.9] and [20, Section 10.4]) and/or bundle adjustment. We demon-
strate use of the bundle adjustment technique in Section 4.1.2 to refine the estimate for the
rig-to-rig transformation.
3.1.1 Feature Selection
To identify stereo correlation windows that contain features which may be tracked reliably,
we use information already available from the correlation-based stereo algorithm in addi-
tion to available 3D model data in the currently visible volume. A set of “good” image
features is selected in each new image pair to guide the registration process. Features are
“good” if their images can be precisely matched in two different views of a scene (to de-
termine the image plane coordinates of the feature in each view). Rather than attempt to
track the same set of features over multiple frames (an approch which has advantages in
identifying “good” features) we take advantage of our calibr ted stereo imagery to dynami-
cally select the best features in each image pair for which weav reliable depth estimates.
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The availability of an estimated 3D location for each feature enables use of an absolute ori-
entation algorithm to solve for the pose change between referenc view and current view.
Experimental results show that this approach results in quite accurate pose estimates, and
that it is not necessary to resort to more complex algorithms(such as bundle adjustment)
which would be more expensive to implement (in time and/or computational resources).
Our correlation-based disparity measurement uses a squarewindow of N x N intensity
values from the left image in computation of (one of several)correlation measures for a
range of expected disparity values in the right image. The result is a correlation curvecd (a
set of correlation values computed at integer disparity values along the epipolar line) which
ideally will have a single narrow peak at the correct disparity:
cd = C(u, v, d) (3.2)
whered ∈ [dmin, dmax] and C is a correlation measure (usually normalized zero-mean
SSD). The left image window is selected to have ahorizontal varianceabove a threshold.










where(u0, v0) is the center pixel of an N x N window, and the sum ranges over the window.
Īv is the average intensity over rowv of the window. A large horizontal variance indicates
a window with large intensity variation along theu axis; this implies that a narrow peak (or
peaks) can be expected in the correlation curve for this window.
For correlation measures which are maximal at the correct dispar ty (such as cross-
correlation), we seek a local maximum which satisfies the relation
cdmax−1 < cdmax > cdmax+1 (3.4)
For correlation measures which are minimal at the correct dispar ty (such as sum of squared
differences), we seek a local minimum which satisfies the relation
cdmin−1 > cdmin < cdmin+1 (3.5)
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The highest confidence disparity measurements are associated with those correlation win-
dows for which the correlation curve has a single local extremum which is above (below)
a threshold. The threshold is dynamically set to a fixed percentage of the global maximum
(minimum) correlation value for each window location in theleft image and sets a noise
floor (ceiling) for each correlation curve. A correlation value which is a global extremum
and is the only local extremum above this threshold is thus unambiguous and merits high
confidence.
The intensity characteristics which result in a correlation curve with a single local
extremum above the threshold also imply that temporal correlation should have good re-
sults. While the epipolar constraint results in a 1D search for the correct disparity, without
restricting stereo rig motion we have no known epipolar geomtry for the temporal correla-
tion task. Fortunately, however, although the search must span two dimensions, only small
camera motion is expected over a single frame interval. Thismotion is further restricted
by the kinematics of the LHD, and for a forward facing stereo rig there is an additional
constraint on motion of image features across the image plane. The maximum image mo-
tion observed in the test data to date is on the order of 21 pixels in u andv during the30o
turn into the muck bay. A motion prediction could easily be applied here to keep the search
region small over larger time intervals, while also providing an estimate of the required size
of the search region to maintain robustness of the feature tracking process.
Figure 3.3 contains annotated intensity images of two successiv views from the left
camera. The upper image is view (video sequence frame) 90 andthe lower image is view
94. The feature tracker selects features in the lower image,then searches a region in the
upper image for a correlation match. Each yellow square in the upper image delineates the
region which was searched for a correlation match with the corresponding red cross in the
lower image. In the lower image, each red cross is centered ona 15 x 15 correlation win-
dow (the window used to measure stereo disparity) for which we found a high confidence
disparity value (the 2D feature tracker is using a smaller 11x 11 correlation window to
reduce computation time, and the cross is drawn at this size). Each red cross in the upper
image is drawn at the location of the 2D correlation surface peak. For this example, the
search region (yellow squares in each image) is 31 x 31 pixels. Note that the red crosses
in the upper image deviate further from the center of the search region at the bottom of the
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image than at the top. This is due to the fact that the prediction is based only on motion es-
timated up to the previous view (view 93), and that image plane motion is greatest for scene
points closest to the camera. An accurate prediction of the motion from reference view to
view i will significantly narrow the size of the search region to enable robust tracking even
with larger camera (and image plane) motions between referenc view and viewi. This
prediction can incorporate inputs from other sensors on theve icle such as inertial naviga-
tion sensors and odometry. A Kalman filter could also incorporate vehicle kinematics into
the prediction.
Additional robustness for the 2D temporal feature trackingprocess is provided by
requiring that the vertical variance for each window is sufficiently large to ensure a narrow










where(un, vn) is the center pixel of an N x N window, and the sum ranges over the window.
Īu is the average intensity over columnu of the window.
Once a candidate correlation window and disparity value have been selected in view
n at pixel location(un, vn), we check the current 3D model to see whether this region has
already been observed. If so, we retrieve the center pixel(un, vn) for the feature in the (best)
prior view m which contributed to this model voxel (these coordinates arstored in each
occupied voxel for each view which contributed to the voxel). We’ll call this prior view
the “reference image” for this feature. The location(um, vm) is obtained by performing a
2D correlation over a region of the prior view, which is calculated to be large enough to
contain the feature in imagen (the required size of this region depends on motion prediction
accuracy and pose uncertainties for viewsm andn). At this point, if we find that we have
sufficient correlation with the window at(um, vm) in the reference image, we use the two
pixel locations plus disparity values to compute the cameracoordinates of the feature (in
framesm andn) and add these coordinates to the list of feature correspondences between
views. A refinement to this process is to use the surface patchestimate for the model
voxel to estimate the depth of the feature in the reference image. This refinement improves
registration precision if voxel size is set to the appropriate value; for our stereo geometry
and working volume this voxel size is on the order of 6 centimeers. At this voxel size,
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Figure 3.3: Tracked Features in Views 90,94 : Red crosses identify features and yellow
boxes in view 90 (top) identify search region. Yellow boxes in view 94 represent the pre-
dicted displacement of the feature from view 94 to view 90.
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the statistics (cloud covariance and centroid) contained within a single voxel and its 26-
neighbors completely describe the prior observations relevant to the volume enclosed by
the voxel (exclusive of long-term pose drift).
3.1.2 Feature matching
For small changes in viewpoint, we find that zero-mean sum of squared difference corre-
lation (performed in 2 dimensions between reference and current views) provides a robust
and accurate measure of feature motion between two images. Whave also demonstrated
that, given the integrated structure and pose estimates obtained between the reference and
current views, the level of correlation may be improved by rectifying the two views of a
feature to the local surface plane. In voxels with high occupancy counts, the large number
of observations enables us to reliably determine whether the portion of the scene within the
voxel is close to planar. If the surface is close to planar, one axis of the covariance ellipsoid
will be significantly shorter than the other two, and this axis is taken as the normal to the
surface at the centroid of the covariance ellipsoid. An image feature which maps to such a
voxel is known to lie on this plane, and rectifying to this plane will therefore compensate
for view-dependent changes in appearance of the feature, improving the quality of feature
matching and disparity estimation.
3.1.3 RANSAC approach
A best estimate ofmn D is obtained using the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [21]
method to find the rigid transformation which best describesth temporally tracked fea-
tures. This method involves repeatedly selecting (at random) three features as described
above, and finding thesupportfor the rigid transformationmn D obtained from this feature
set. After a sufficient number of trials, themn D with the largest support is selected as the
best representation of the current camera pose. In the temporal tracking process we attempt
to temporally match up to 80 features in each stereo rig left image. Note that, since the
matching process is relatively expensive, it is desirable to limit the number of matched
features to the minimum necessary to get a good estimate formn D. Some portions of the
video contain fewer than 80 features which are successfullymatched from reference view
to current view: we find that pose tracking can be maintained with as few as 40 temporal
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matches (total for the two stereo rigs).
The transformationmn D which takes a point measured in viewn to reference view
m is computed from the cross-covariance of the corresponding3D point pairs in reference
viewm and viewn. We use the quaternion method described in [25] for finding the rotation
component of the transform. The optimal translation is defined to be the vector connecting
the centroids of the two point clouds after applying the computed rotation. This method
can also accommodate individual weighting of the point pairs to account for the fact that
more distant points will have less accurate 3D location estimates.
For each selected set of feature correspondences we next calculate the support for the









where mXj is thej′th feature in reference viewm and mX̂j is the corresponding point in
stereo pairn (transformed into reference framem). Featurej is classified as an inlier if the
distance‖rj‖ is less than a specified percentage of the depth of the feature. This percentage
reflects the expected stereo measurement error plus a contribution from temporal matching
error. In choosing this criterion for inlier classificationthere is a trade between robustness
and pose solution accuracy. If the allowed error is too large, features with poor depth
accuracy will be included in the pose solution, degrading accuracy even for video segments
with good overall stereo quality. If the allowed error is tool w, there will be too few inliers
in poor quality video segments and pose tracking will fail. We have found that a maximum
residual value of 2.5% results in nearly 100% inliers in video s gments with good stereo
quality and temporal tracking performance (resulting in 80good temporal matches per
stereo rig), while still allowing a good RANSAC pose solutionn video segments in which
fewer than a total of 40 features are successfully matched bythe temporal tracker. In order
to improve registration accuracy when the video quality is high, our RANSAC algorithm
sets the initial value of this threshold to 1.0% and increases it in 0.5% steps until the inlier
percentage exceeds a threshold or the maximum value of 2.5% is reached.
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The probability of failure (no trial selects all inliers andreturns a valid pose) is a
function of the probability that each feature is an inlier, the number of features in each set,
m, and the number of trials,N :
pfail = (1 − (pinlier)
m)N (3.9)
We requirepfail < .001; this impliesN = 52 for pinlier = 0.5 andm = 3. If we assume
that the inlier ratio is always greater than 50%, then a minimum of 6 features must be
successfully tracked from the reference view to the currentview. The number of distinct
sets of 3 features which may be drawn fromK tracked features isK(K − 1)(K − 2), and
this exceeds 52 forK > 4. We require a minimum of 20 tracked features for performing
RANSAC (based on observations of robustness of solutions); with this number of features
there are over 6000 distinct sets ofm = 3 feature correspondences, and each pose estimate
should be based on a minimum of 10 inlier correspondences.
3.1.4 Multiple stereo rigs for robust pose tracking
Experience with actual video from an LHD operating underground has shown that there
are situations in which it is difficult or impossible to accurately track the pose of a sin-
gle stereo rig (with the field of view and lighting characteristics of our system). For the
typical underground mining environment, a reasonably general solution to this problem is
to use multiple stereo rigs to increase the likelihood that tere will be sufficient trackable
features in view at all times. Use of multiple stereo rigs instead of wide angle lenses avoids
potential problems caused by image distortion (image quality is critical to robust, reliable
feature tracking and dense stereo). Extension of the RANSAC pose tracking method de-
scribed above is straightforward, given the rig-to-rig extrinsic parameters obtained from
the calibration procedure described in Section 2.6.2. All features identified in multiple
stereo views are simply transformed into a common coordinate fr me (the rig 0 frame) and
absolute orientation is then performed in this frame of reference. Once the LHD pose is
estimated in this frame, the pose of each stereo rig (in the model frame) may be calculated
from the LHD pose and the stereo rig pose relative to the LHD coordinate frame. The fol-
lowing derivation shows that the transformLHDmLHDn D is related to
RIG0m
RIG0n D by a similarity
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transformation.






















Figure 3.4 shows the relationships (at a given instant in time m) between individual
stereo rig coordinate frames and the working volume (octree) and model coordinate frames.
The working frame is that of the current working volume (resticted to 8x8x8 meters to limit
memory requirements) and it is related to the model frame by apure translation. This also
allows working frame coordinates to be single precision floating point without limiting the
physical size of the model (the center coordinate of each non-volatile model-frame octree
is carried in double precision).
Right Rig frame








LHD to work work to model
Rig1 to work
Figure 3.4: Coordinate Frame Transformations
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3.1.5 Pose Uncertainty
Let the change in pose between two views of corresponding sets of scene pointsXi andYi
be represented by the rotationR and translationT :
Yi + ∆Yi = R[Xi + ∆Xi] + T. (3.10)
where∆Xi and∆Yi are measurement errors andR andT satisfy the equation in a least
squares sense. SinceR is a linear operator
Yi + ∆Yi = RXi + R∆Xi + T (3.11)
and
Yi + ∆Yi − R∆Xi = RXi + T. (3.12)
Assuming independence of∆Xi and∆Yi we rewrite Equation 3.12 as
Yi + ∆Y
′
i(R) = f(Xi, d) (3.13)
where∆Y ′i(R) = ∆Yi −R∆Xi andf(Xi, d) = RXi + T . Now∆Y ′i(R) has covariance
E(∆Yi∆Y
T
i ) + RE(∆Xi∆X
T
i )R
T andd is a vector representing the six degrees of free-
dom inR andT . The covariances forXi andYi can be individually estimated from image
plane stereo correlation error. The left and right camera imagesx1 andx2 of a feature at










= s(X + ∆X,P1, P2) (3.14)
where the functions(·) represents the projection from 3D to 2D for left and right cameras
P1 andP2, ∆x are the errors in image plane measurement of featurex and∆X is the
















∆X = JM∆X (3.15)
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CY ′ = CY + RCXR
T (3.19)
with CX andCy computed using the scene pointsXi andYi, respectively. Experimentation
has shown that, when image plane reprojection errors equal to the residuals reported from
calibration are used, this method significantly underestimates the uncertainties forXi and
Yi. Using a reprojection error four times larger than the calibr t on residuals brings the
pose uncertainty estimates (and those obtained by Monte Carlo simulation) closer to the
observed errors reported in Section 4.5.6. Since the reprojcti n error standard deviations
(from calibration) were on the order of 0.2 pixels, the implicat on is that the standard de-
viation for feature matches in the underground video is on the order of 0.8 pixels. Lower
feature matching accuracy in the underground video data is to be expected, since both im-
age contrast and brightness are lower than in the calibration target images, decreasing the
signal to noise ratio of features. Additionally, features in the underground video are less
distinctive than the black on white corner features of the calibration target.
We now consider errors in the pose parametersd, given:
Yi + ∆Y
′
i = f(Xi, d + ∆d) (3.20)
using the method presented in [24] and ignoring the dependence of∆Y ′i ond. A first order











∆d = Ji∆d. (3.21)
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∆Y′ = J∆d (3.23)































As pointed out in [24] we are assuming that the errors in the 3Dpoints are independent since
we have set the off-diagonal terms ofE(∆Y ′ ∆Y ′T ) to zero. Since the errors inxi andyi
are spatially dependent, this assumption is incorrect for non-random point distributions. It
is likely that the covariance matrixCd will be underestimated for these distributions. We
therefore compare the results obtained using Equation (3.27) with the results obtained from
a Monte Carlo simulation.
As shown in Table 3.1, results for a typical spatial distribution of 40 3D points show
a slight overestimation of uncertainty for the rotational components of the pose, and over-
estimation of the y component of translation uncertainty. The spatial distribution of points
was chosen to simulate the wall of a tunnel, with extents of (0.1 1.0 2.0) meters in x, y
and z respectively. The Monte Carlo simulation used 1000 trials with zero-mean Gaussian
distributed noise added toxi andyi. The standard deviation for the noise added to the 3D
points was calculated using Equation (3.17). Further experimentation with various spatial
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predicted std compute time: 5.78 msec
MC compute time: 625 msec
MC pose average
1.997 -1.998 2.001 degrees
4.947 4.799 20.022 millimeters
MC pose std
0.059 0.078 0.047 degrees
3.539 3.436 3.378 millimeters
predicted pose std:
0.060 0.079 0.053 degrees
3.498 5.003 3.628 millimeters
Table 3.1: Small rotation: average pose and standard deviation re given as 3 orientation
angles (XYZ fixed) in degrees and 3 translations in millimeters
distributions shows that, for small rotations, the uncertainty prediction is (for all but one
pose parameter) within 20% of the Monte Carlo value for point sets panning at least 0.5
meters along each coordinate axis. The y component of translation uncertainty is consis-
tently overestimated by approximately 50%.
For larger rotations, the uncertainty prediction is less accurate, since we are using
the first order error approximation of Equation (3.21). An example using the same 3D
point clouds, but with a45o rotation about the y axis, shows larger percentage differences
between the x components of rotation and translation and underestimation of both z com-
ponents (Table 3.2). Actual uncertainties are still small,however, with maximum values of
less than0.1o for the rotational components and less than 5 millimeters foall translation
components. While the analytical estimate of pose uncertainty is very quick to compute,
the Monte Carlo method (with 1000 trials) requires less than 1second of CPU time (in
a pure Java implementation). It may therefore often be practical to use the Monte Carlo
technique in a real time system.
3.1.6 Cumulative Pose Uncertainty
Since pose tracking is performed by matching the currently visible image features to the
same features in an earlier view (for which the pose has already been estimated) it is nec-
essary to estimate the cumulative uncertainty resulting from uncertainty in two combined
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predicted std compute time: 4.06 msec
MC compute time: 594 msec
MC pose average
1.998 45.003 1.997 degrees
5.028 5.082 20.192 millimeters
MC pose std
0.079 0.073 0.075 degrees
0.544 3.121 4.387 millimeters
predicted pose std:
0.042 0.070 0.056 degrees
2.985 3.790 3.109 millimeters
Table 3.2: Large rotation: average pose and standard deviation re given as 3 orientation
angles (XYZ fixed) in degrees and 3 translations in millimeters














andD(k) is the 4x4 homogeneous transform matrix
D(k) =
[
R(kγ, kβ, kα) [ktx kty ktz]
T
0 0 0 1
]
(3.29)
The vectorbad is a six-element pose vector specifying the rigid transformation from coordi-
nate framea to coordinate frameb. Each pose vector has an associated covariance matrix
b
aC andQ(·) represents conversion of a 4x4 matrix to its 6 parameter form. The covariance




































Figure 3.5: Chain of pose uncertainties
3.1.7 Match to Model Uncertainty
Given a point on the current image plane which maps to model coordinatescX, we deter-
mine the appropriate search region in a prior view by using the pose estimatesmc D and
m
r D




c D which transforms




The uncertainty ellipsoid forrX can then be projected onto the image plane of the
prior view to determine the search region for feature matching. We have estimates of
the covariancemc C and
m
r C, but the uncertainties that we need are those relative to the
reference pose nearest to both the current view and the priorview. Figure 3.5 illustrates
these relationships.


























The covariancercC of the projection from current camera coordinates to reference camera
coordinates is then calculated using Equation (3.30) above.
Finally, we project the covariance ellipsoidrcC onto the reference image plane to
determine the uncertainty ellipse representing the featurlocation in the current image.
3.2 Integrated Volumetric Model
The scene model is constructed using 3D occupancy grid techniques. Space is discretized
in a specified world coordinate system. We register each succe sive stereo point cloud to
the current model, then update the occupancy grid and vehicle position and uncertainty. We
represent the scene using a 3D volumetric model with each voxel containing information
on probability of occupancy, surface normal, and calculated variance.
In this implementation, an octree data structure is used to represent a multi resolution
model of the environment. We use the concept of a surface patch (similar to particles used
in [22]) to reduce the volume of data to be stored in each voxel. Voxel occupancies are
computed by counting the number of points in the stereo pointclouds which fall within
the boundaries of each voxel. Each voxel also contains the centroid and covariance of
points observed within it; these values are updated recursively as each stereo point cloud
is integrated into the model. To enable use of the model in matching new views of a scene
to prior (potentially much older) views of the same portion of the volumetric model, each
voxel also contains a list of views which contributed to its occupancy count. By casting rays
from each current (estimated) camera center into the volumetric model (across the cameras
field of view) and examining occupied voxels intersected by these rays, we can efficiently
determine a set of prior views which are candidates for matching with the current view.
Retention of the full covariance for the point clouds integrated into each voxel allows the
use of larger voxels while still maintaining a useful measure of surface orientation. This
allows more precise estimates of scene depth in regions which are near planar, and we take
advantage of this by using model depths in matching the current vi w to the model. We
also anticipate that the voxel covariances will be useful inrefining the volumetric model
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into forms more suitable for control of LHD loading and navigation tasks.
For purposes of scene modeling, a voxel size on the order of 10cm requires a data
structure containing 27,000 voxels to represent a volume of3 cubic meters (assuming all
voxels are occupied). This is a relatively small memory requirement, since each voxel
requires a relatively small amount of memory. Modeling of a large volume of space would
be prohibitive using this approach, except for the fact thatvoxels are allocated only for the
surfaces sensed using stereo vision. This reduces the memory requirement from orderN3
to N2 (for surfaces) and the number of occupied voxels in this example is reduced from
27,000 to something on the order of 900 for the face of the muckpile.
The point cloud from each view is binned into voxels of uniform size. The voxel size
for the tunnel modeling experiments was chosen to be 6.25 centim ters; this was a com-
promise between desired model precision and memory and runtime requirements for the
long video sequences. For practical implementation (to constrain the amount of memory
required for integration), the working volume (size of the in-memory instance of the Oc-
tree class) is 8x8x8 meters. Since the average object space error over the volume ranges
from 1 cm to 3 cm a voxel size of 6.25 cm ensures individual points i the binned stereo
point clouds will be counted within the correct voxel or one of its 26-neighbors (except for
outliers). The voxel size at level 7 of the working volume is 8m /27 = 6.25 cm. The point













(Pi − p̄)(Pi − p̄)
T
where the sum is over the set of points observed within each voxel.
3.3 Visualization of 3D model
A 3D visualization of the volumetric model is generated to prvide a qualitative check
of system performance. Each occupied voxel is represented by a “planar patch” which
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represents the centroid and covariance of the 3D points which oc upy the voxel. This
representation is used for integrating stereo observations because it corresponds well to
the effective resolving capabilities of the system. Our area-based stereo reconstructions
tend to average depths of the most prominent scene features in the portion of the scene
projected to each image area (by finding the disparity which best describes the epipolar
displacement between regions of the left and right images).Hence, the structure perceived
by the system tends to look like frontal (constant depth) planes (with extent corresponding
to the image patch size) in image regions with sparse features (e.g. the only depth which
can be estimated across a scene region consisting of one black dot on a background of
constant intensity is the depth of the dot, and this will be the depth reported for every image
window which overlaps the dot). If the image texture is good,(e.g. randomly distributed
black dots on a uniform white background) the estimated depth varies smoothly as the
correlation window is moved, reflecting more closely the actu l depth to scene at the center
of the window. The scene regions correspond to the projections ( nto the scene) of the
image patches used for stereo correlation. The size of the image projection onto the scene
depends on image resolution, image patch size and distance to th scene surface; for the
underground mine video the projection of the largest image patch used in stereo correlation
(15x15 pixels) is approximately five by five centimeters at a distance of 3 meters.
For display, each “patch” is drawn as a set of three intersecting rectangles; the com-
mon point of intersection is the centroid of the 3D points integrated into the voxel, and each
rectangle is oriented such that it contains two of the axes ofthe covariance ellipsoid for the
voxel. The confidence that a voxel is occupied is proportional to the occupancy count of
the voxel; this count reflects the number of stereo image pixels (c nter pixel of stereo cor-
relation window) which have been mapped to this voxel from all views integrated into the
model. The color of each “patch” represents the voxel occupancy: red represents voxels
with the lowest occupancy, ranging through orange, yellow and green to blue, which repre-
sents voxels with the largest occupancy counts. Figure 3.6 is a d splay of a model resulting
from a set of point clouds with spherical symmetry, with zeronoise (zero deviation from
a spherical shape). The patches displayed in this model reflect th average orientation of
the spherical point distribution within the volume of each ocupied model voxel. The wire-
frames visible in the figure represent the boundaries of the lev l one octree voxels. Each of
these comprises one eighth of the model volume. The patches are drawn for each occupied
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Figure 3.6: Patch model of spherical surface
voxel at level five; a level five voxel encloses1/85 of the model volume, 32 of these voxels
span each edge of the model.
Figure 3.7 shows the result of integrating a new point cloud into the volumetric model.
This point cloud was generated by randomly generating coordinates on a planar surface,
then adding random noise in the direction normal to the plane. As is evident in the figure,
the patches for each voxel intersected by the plane have a thickness (perpendicular to the
plane) proportional to the added noise. Also, voxels which enclose points of both the sphere
and the plane contain patches with increased thickness reflecting the fact that points are
distributed over a larger volume within the voxel. For interactive display of these models
we directly use the Java3D API to draw point clouds and surface patches, providing ability
to select individual voxels for closer inspection.
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This chapter presents a set of experiments which progress from verification of basic system
functionality and accuracy through construction of large volumetric models from video
streams acquired from an LHD operating in an underground mine.
The section on stereo calibration discusses the accuracy observed for calibration tar-
gets imaged at depths ranging from three to six meters. Theseresults indicate average
object space uncertainties of less than one centimeter (standard deviation). The calibration
section also presents the results of applying the bundle adjustment technique of Section
2.6.2 to refine the rig-to-rig calibration using pose estimaes obtained from an underground
video sequence. The results from this calibration refinement (using 139 pairs of individ-
ual stereo rig poses) provide a statistically significant correction to the initial rig to rig
transform, and have a translation standard deviation of approximately one centimeter. The
orientation standard deviation of the result is less than 0.1 degrees in the roll axis and less
than 0.01 degrees in both pitch and yaw axes. A roll uncertainty of 0.1 degrees corresponds
to a translational uncertainty of six millimeters for a scene point three meters away from
the optical axis. A pitch uncertainty of 0.01 degrees corresponds to a translational uncer-
tainty of 0.52 millimeters at a distance of 3 meters from the camera center. These results
demonstrate the utility of this calibration method to maintsystem calibration without
repeated imaging of a calibration target.
The section on linear motion reports an early step in verificat on of the software im-
plementation. With camera translation restricted to a straight line (along a rigid rail), and
orientation held constant, it was possible to diagnose and corre t errors in the code for
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tracking the pose of a single rig. The final structure and motion result from this data set in-
dicates that the software system is generating pose resultswhich are consistent with straight
line motion with translational uncertainty on the order of one centimeter.
The sections on tunnel modeling present the results of processing long video se-
quences acquired from an LHD operating (under control of a human operator) in the Army
tunnel at CSM’s Edgar mine. Three video sequences (each with four minutes duration)
were collected for these tests. The first (referred to as Run 1)was driven at the slowest
speed; Runs 2 and 3 were driven at progressively faster speedsto te t behavior of the al-
gorithms with increasing amounts of motion blur. The highest speed in these tests was 0.5
meters/second, or just over 1 mile per hour. LHD speeds were kept low to avoid introduc-
ing large amounts of motion blur, since the cameras and lightin used in this experiment
resulted in a relatively low shutter speed of 1/64 second foradequate exposure. Large
amounts of motion blur would adversely affect the performance of feature tracking and
feature matching, which are required both for pose estimation and dense stereo analysis.
Cameras with better light sensitivity and/or brighter illumination would reduce motion blur
and increase the allowable speed of operation.
The final experiment presents results obtained from matching t e current view of the
scene to views obtained much earlier in the video sequence. This is referred to as “match
to model” because we use the current estimated LHD pose to query th contents of the
model (the portion of model estimated to be currently visible) for prior views of the scene
from similar viewpoints. If prior views are available, feature locations are projected (with
uncertainty) from the current views back to the prior views and an attempt is made to
match features and compute current pose relative to the prior pose associated with the prior
views. When this succeeds, accumulated pose errors between th current LHD position
and the prior position are eliminated.
4.1 Camera Calibration Accuracy
Section 4.1.1 reports the accuracy achieved for individualstereo rig calibration in terms of
object space errors. Since individual stereo rig calibration is done by imaging a large planar
target over a range of positions spanning a volume similar tothe one used for integration,
the error residuals from this process provide a good indication of the best-case accuracy for
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stereo models built using the calibrated system.
Section 4.1.2 discusses application of the bundle adjustment technique (described in
Section 2.6.2) for refinement of the pose estimate for each stereo rig relative to the model
coordinate frame (stereo rig extrinsics). These are the transforms LHDRIG0D and
LHD
RIG1D in
Figure 3.4. Since the stereo rig extrinsics are refined usingactual pose estimates obtained
from analysis of real video sequences, the Monte Carlo estimates of precision for this
result provide a useful estimate of the pose accuracies obtained in generating the integrated
volumetric model.
4.1.1 Stereo Calibration
To estimate the accuracy expected for individual stereo point clouds, we consider the object
space errors reported by the stereo calibration algorithm.As presented in Figures 2.8 and
2.9, the overall object space errors (averaged over all images of target corners) have a
mean value near zero and average standard deviations of (2, 1, 8) millimeters in (x,y,z).
Object space uncertainty (for the target’s corner features) is therefore on the order of one
centimeter, with greatest uncertainty in depth (the z coordinate).
The standard deviation of the reprojection errors (on the image plane) is 0.15 pixels
after calibration. Recall that we need an estimate of featureposition uncertainty for tem-
poral feature matching. We originally used this reprojection error as the feature position
uncertainty, but determined that this estimate is optimistc for features typical of the video
collected in the mine. This is to be expected, since both image contrast and brightness
are lower than in the underground video than in the calibration target images, decreasing
the signal to noise ratio of features. In addition, the LHD ismoving during the collection
of video, introducing motion blur not present in the calibration images. As explained in
Section 3.1.5, we find that a reprojection error of 0.8 pixelsr sults in predictions of pose
uncertainty which are more consistent with observations ofpose errors made in the experi-
ments described in Section 4.5.1.
4.1.2 Rig to Rig Calibration Refinement
Figure 4.1 shows the rotation and translation components for a set of 139 pose pairs es-








































Figure 4.1: Sequence of rig orientations and translations:rig 0: red, rig 1: blue
two measurements of the transformation from rig 0 coordinates to world coordinates, one
performed using temporally tracked features only from rig 0and the other using features
only from rig 1. This section presents results obtained fromthis sequence by applying the
bundle adjust technique described in Section 2.6.2 to estimate the transformation from the
rig 0 frame to the rig 1 frame. Since the individual rig pose soluti ns are not very reliable
(as opposed to the poses estimated using data from both rigs), the first step is to reject indi-
vidual rig poses estimates which have large errors. Outlierrej ction is necessary since the
bundle adjust method is a least squares technique which is not robust to outliers. A crude
but effective method of rejecting outliers (in this case) issimply to compare the translation
components (in the rig 0 frame) of the poses in each pose pair.Since both poses in each
pair should be the same, pairs with translation components greater than 0.5 meters apart
are rejected as outliers. The average pose uncertainty (forinliers) is approximately (.4, .1,
.05) degrees for the three rotation angles, and (.04, .04, .04) meters for the three translation
components (determined from calculated pose uncertainty estimates and comparisons of
modeled structure with ground truth). Rejection of outliersreduces the set of poses from
139 to 89; an outlier ratio of 36%. The uncertainty of the resulting estimate for the rig to
rig transformation is estimated using the Monte Carlo method.
Figure 4.2 shows the results for this sequence of poses usingthe calibration pose as
an initial guess for the solution. The correction to the rig-to-rig transform has small uncer-
tainty in orientation, and standard deviations on the orderof 1 centimeter for the x, y and
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mean Monte Carlo correction (six parameter pose vector)
R (deg) -0.0195 0.0561 -0.0870
T (m) 0.007 -0.061 0.045
standard deviation
R (deg) 0.008 0.007 0.095
T (m) 0.011 0.014 0.009
change in solution in units of Monte Carlo standard deviation
R -2.592 8.245 -0.915
T 0.575 -4.233 4.846
Figure 4.2: Solution for rig to rig transform
z translation components. Four of the six pose correction vector elements have magnitudes
greater than two (Monte Carlo estimated) standard deviations. With this correction, a fea-
ture at rig 0 camera coordinates (3, 0, 6) meters is moved a dist nce of 7.5 centimeters by
the amount (-2.4, -5.9, 3.9) centimeters.
The position uncertainty (due to uncertainty of the pose correction) of the corrected
point coordinates is about 2 centimeters in each axis (derived from the standard deviations
of the six elements of the pose correction vector, see Section 3.1.5). This implies that
the precision of the rig-to-rig calibration corresponds toa roughly isotropic error in 3D
structure of 2 to 3 centimeters at a depth of 6 meters (this is ame sure of the potential
discrepancy between position estimates of a single scene poi t observed simultaneously by
both stereo rigs). Note that this uncertainty is of the same ord r as the object space errors
estimated in the stereo calibration process.
4.2 Linear Motion
To debug and validate the pose tracking code, an indoor videosequence was acquired with
the stereo camera rig mounted on a linear slide mechanism, pictured in Figure 4.3. The
sliding camera platform maintains constant camera orientatio while allowing linear mo-
tion of 1.6 meters. Video collected from a single stereo rig sliding forward and back along
the rail was processed into a pose sequence (rig pose for eachvideo frame). Examination
of the resulting trajectory facilitated the process of finding and correcting software bugs.
The resulting volumetric model also served as a qualitativeindicator of the correctness of
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Figure 4.3: Stereo rig on linear slide
the code. Since the motion is constrained to be linear, the covariance ellipsoid computed
from the estimated platform trajectory will have its longest axis in the direction of the rail,
and the lengths of the other two axes will provide an estimateof he errors in the transla-
tion component orthogonal to the rail. Figure 4.4 shows the first image in the sequence and
Figure 4.5 shows the resulting 3D patch model (see Section 3.3 for an explanation of this
visualization) integrated over the linear motion. The results of this fit indicated a transla-
tional standard deviation of 5 and 8 millimeters orthogonalto the rail. The orientation of
the smaller uncertainty vector is 41 degrees, with the larger uncertainty perpendicular to
this direction at -49 degrees, as shown in Figure 4.7. The uncrtainty is larger in the direc-
tion of the camera’s optical axes, which point 20 degrees right and into the page and about
15 degrees downward. This reflects the fact that in stereo imaging, features are typically
localized less precisely in depth than in the other two dimensions. Figure 4.6 displays a
portion of the trajectory and its covariance ellipsoid withindividual stereo rig poses shown
as sets of three orthogonal arrows representing the left camera’s x, y and z axes in red,
green and blue, respectively. The trajectory covariance ellipsoid runs diagonally across the
display. Location uncertainty for the rail axis is smaller than the calculated uncertainty of
a single platform pose, displayed as a transparent ellipsoid enclosing the camera frame’s
coordinate axes. The average individual rig position uncertainty from the pose tracker is
(.03, .02, .01) meters.
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Figure 4.4: Scene viewed from sliding platform







Figure 4.6: Minor axes of trajectory covariance ellipsoid (one standard deviation)
Figure 4.7: Uncertainty of trajectory along rail
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4.3 Muck Bay Model
This section presents results from integration of a relatively small subset of video collected
in the muck bay on the first underground video collection run.Construction and comparison
of this model with ground truth data serves to validate the pose tracking mechanism and
provide an estimate of the accuracy of the resulting 3D model. Scott Schiele of I-SiTE Pty.
Ltd. provided the ground truth data, formed by combining four separate80ox320o scans
made with a tripod mounted Riegl model LMS-Z210 3D laser scanner. Range accuracy
for this scanner is specified as25mm (1 standard deviation), and the registration accuracy
for the combined dataset is also reported as25mm (datasets are combined using an ICP
technique, and overlaps between sets consist of tens of thousands of points spanning tens of
meters). The portion of the tunnel including the muck bay wasm pped at higher accuracy
with the Riegl scanner in fine scan mode. This mode provides 15 millimeter range accuracy
by averaging multiple range measurements for each pixel.
At the end of the first run, the LHD operator articulated the vehicl left and right,
panning the cameras across the muck bay. The volumetric model c nstructed from this
video sequence demonstrates the effectiveness of pose tracking and volumetric integration
for modeling a well lit scene at relatively close range. Thistype of modeling should be
quite useful for planning loading operations and for analyzing particle sizes in an ore pile.
The first set of four camera images from this video sequence of115 frames is shown in
Figure 4.8. The number of valid disparities computed from each stereo pair ranged from
22% to 32% of the pixels in each left camera image. Two hundredand thirty point clouds
containing a total of eleven million 3D points were integrated into a volumetric model with
approximately eighty thousand occupied voxels. The voxel siz used for integration of this
model is 3.125 centimeters (8/256 meters). This voxel size is approximately the same as
the depth accuracy expected for individual points in the point clouds. There are 23,041
voxels with occupancy counts of 100 or more, and these are displayed in Figure 4.9. To
evaluate the quality of the model, a small subset of voxel centroids were selected at the
right edge of the bay, and registered to the ground truth point cloud. The ground truth data
was obtained from a “fine scan” taken with the Riegl laser scanner described in Section 4.5.
The fine scan mode of the Riegl integrates multiple depth measur ments at each scan pixel
to achieve a standard deviation of 15 millimeters. With a small portion of the computed
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Figure 4.8: View of muck bay: upper pair are from left stereo rig, lower pair are from right
stereo rig
model for the muck bay registered to the ground truth model, woverlay it (in 3D) with
the ground truth data and look for discrepancies between thetwo. Accuracy of the initial
registration is verified by a lack of trends in the discrepancies between the two datasets.
Close examination of several regions of the computed model inicate good agreement of
surface location and orientation with ground truth (see Figures 4.10 and 4.10). The bottom
right detail view reflects 895 integrated points in the center voxel of the wireframe; there
are a total of 23 occupied voxels outlined and they contain a total of 11,042 points. Further
examination also indicates good correspondence between modeled structure and the ground
truth data across the entire width of the muck bay. Observed discrepancies appear to be
consistent with the standard deviation estimated for the rig to rig pose accuracy in Section
4.1.2 (2 to 3 centimeters at a depth of 6 meters).
As a quantitative measure of agreement between the computedmodel and the ground
truth point cloud we calculate the average distance betweenthe two. To deal with volumes
in which there is no overlap between the two datasets, a distance threshold was applied
to the averaging process; if there is no occupied model voxelwithin four voxel widths (a
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Figure 4.9: Muck bay model: green is ground truth. red and yellow are computed model
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Figure 4.10: Detail views of muck bay model: green dots are ground truth point cloud, blue
patches represent the position and orientation of a small portion of the model surface
radius of 12.5 cm) of a ground truth point, that point is excluded from the average. Using
this approach, the distance between the ground truth data points and the nearest occupied
model voxel is 5.2 centimeters averaged over 21,709 voxels.This accounts for 94% of
the voxels with occupancy counts greater than 100, and indicates no major discrepancy
between the two datasets. We may also assume that the averageer or of the integrated
volumetric model is lower than the observed 5.2 centimeters, since a portion of this error is
certainly due to misregistration of the two datasets.
4.4 Detection of Unmodeled Structure
To demonstrate the capability of the stereo vision system tode ect the presence of a person
within the field of view, we generated a 3D model of a person imaged by one stereo rig on
the running LHD. Figure 4.12 (left) shows the left camera’s view of a person standing in
front of the LHD at a distance of about 4 meters, with only the LHD headlights for illumi-
nation. The resulting 3D model, Figure 4.12 (right) is a rendering of the texture mapped
3D model, showing only the regions with adequate lighting (for which depth information
was obtained), and demonstrates high depth resolution in low light. The surface model of
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Figure 4.11: More detail views of muck bay model: green dots are ground truth point cloud,
blue patches represent the position and orientation of a small portion of the model surface
the person spans a depth range of approximately 35 cm; only the frontal view of the model
is shown. This model was built using only four successive stereo pairs from the video
stream, corresponding to an integration time of 533 milliseconds. The textured rendering is
achieved by performing Delaunay triangulation to generatea surface mesh from the occu-
pied voxel centroids, then assigning texture coordinates using the computed camera pose.
1 This model demonstrates that the stereo vision system is capable of sensing 3D structure
corresponding to a person at a distance of 4 meters. This capability should be usable to
enhance safety for miners by detecting the discrepancy between the scene structure derived
from the current view and the structure contained in the temporally integrated 3D model
of the mine. Unmodeled structure, such as might result from arockfall or the appearance
of other machines or people in the LHD’s workspace, will result in a discrepancy between
the 3D model based on prior data (and used for task planning) and that derived from the
current view.
1Generation of surface meshes via triangulation and renderig of texture-mapped views is not expected to
be necessary for utilization of the volumetric model in obstacle avoidance, since the presence of a sufficient
number of occupied voxels within a given volume should indicate an obstacle more simply.
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Figure 4.12: Low-light Image (left) and Detected Surface ofPerson at 4 meters
4.5 Tunnel Modeling
To evaluate the performance of the pose tracker/modeler in tramming operations, we com-
pared our results with ground truth data for an 80 meter section of the Army tunnel at
CSM’s Edgar Experimental mine. Figure 4.13 shows a 50 meter section of the ground truth
dataset with a superimposed blue band indicating the computed trajectory of the LHD for
these experiments. The blue band is composed of lines drawn at the computed position and
orientation of the baselines of the two stereo rigs for everyframe of the video sequence
from the starting point to the muck bay. Since together the two stereo rig baselines span the
width of the LHD the resulting effect is a solid blue band at this display scale. The LHD
begins near the left edge of the figure and drives straight through the first intersection, then
turns right into the muck bay near the right edge of the figure.The wire frame cube on the
left side indicates the location of the first working volume.
The four synchronized video streams from the two stereo rigswere recorded for each
of three 4 minute runs. The first run is at the slowest speed, about 0.3 meter/second, and
ends with several left/right articulations in the muck bay.The second run averages about 0.4
meter/second and the LHD reverses immediately after entering the muck bay. The third run
averages 0.5 meter/second and also reverses from the muck bay back to the starting point.
Since the frame rate averages only 7 frames/second, the video collected in the fastest run
would be similar (except for motion and vibration blur) to a velocity of 2.1 meters/second
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Figure 4.13: Ground truth data with trajectory
(4.8 miles/hour) recorded at 30 frames/second. It should therefore be possible to map mine
tunnels at nearly five miles per hour with this configuration,given the ability to collect and
process video (of similar quality) at 30 frames/second. Further experimentation will be re-
quired to determine whether higher speeds could be supported wi hout further increases in
frame rate. These experiments could be performed on existing data, by dropping frames to
simulate higher LHD speeds (with the assumption that motionblur will not be a problem).
Motion blurring can always be reduced by increasing the amount f lighting, perhaps using
strobe lights for better efficiency.
Comparison of tracking and modeling accuracy/robustness for these 3 sequences will
provide information on the feasibility of operating at higher LHD velocity and indicate
which components of the process need improvement. Note thatthe pose uncertainty es-
timates in Sections 4.5.3, 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 were computed using an estimate of 0.2 pixels
for the standard deviation of image feature coordinates on the image plane. This estimate
of image plane uncertainty resulted in apparent underestimation of pose uncertainty, as is
evident in the comparisons with ground truth, and the estimate for image plane uncertainty
is increased as discussed in Section 4.5.6. The increased error estimate is used in testing
“Match to Model” in Section 4.6. Since the LHD reverses back from the muck bay toward
the starting point in the second and third runs, we process the video from the reverse seg-
ments into separate models for comparison with the models (and poses) generated on the
outbound segment.
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Key parameter settings were determined from trials performed on the video from the
second run. The two most critical parameters affecting the frequency of reference pair up-
dates are the inlier error threshold and the minimum inlier ratio. The inlier error threshold
is given as a percentage of depth, and is used to label individual features as outliers. The
current implementation assumes 3D point position errors are isotropic, and labels a point
as an outlier if the object-space distance between its referenc and current image backpro-
jections is greater than the specified percentage of the depth termined using the reference
stereo pair. The minimum inlier ratio is the criterion used to determine when to select a
new reference stereo pair. The inlier ratio is the number of inlier features divided by the
total number of features tracked from reference left image to current left image. When the
inlier ratio falls below threshold, the most recent “good” stereo pair is selected as the new
reference pair. We observe that the inlier ratio is a useful measure of the overlap of the
current scene with the reference scene.
Another critical parameter in the current implementation is the search range for the
temporal tracker (although pose uncertainty estimates areavailable, they are not yet utilized
in the tracker). The assumption is that features move less than t e search range between
successive frames. If this assumption is violated (for a particular feature), tracking results
are guaranteed to be incorrect for that feature. The turn into the muck bay in run 3 is done
quickly enough that the search range of 17 pixels (which was sufficient for the 2 slower
runs) must be expanded to 21 pixels to avoid tracking failureat frame 595. Unfortunately,
if the search range is too large, feature tracking is less robust (in addition to requiring signif-
icantly more computation). This problem is apparent over frames 580-593 of this sequence:
if the search range is set to 21 pixels starting at frame 580, tracking fails at frame 593. If,
however, the search range is increased from 17 pixels to 21 pixels at frame 593, track-
ing succeeds through the turn into the muck bay. This problemwill be best addressed by
modeling vehicle motion. Ideally, one would use knowledge of the articulation (steering)
angle to generate a more accurate prediction of feature locations in the current frame. It is
possible that Kalman filter tracking of the vehicle dynamicswould provide good enough
estimates of the search region even without the additional input.
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4.5.1 Estimates of tracking drift
When driving down a tunnel, pose tracking must be performed bymatching the currently
visible image features to the same features in earlier views(or to the model under con-
struction), and, for a tunnel that has not been previously mapped, this process necessarily
involves accumulation of errors as the latest view is linkedto the first view through an ever-
growing list of intermediate reference views. If the field ofview is forward, and the only
lighting is provided by the LHD, as in our experimental configuration, then features will
persist for, at most, about 8 meters of travel. One must therefore xpect “drift” in pose and
consequent drift in the modeled structure. The amount of drift will depend both upon the
accuracy of feature location estimates and the distance over which features can be tracked.
To estimate the total drift (cumulative error) in the estimated LHD pose on the trip out
to the muck bay, we overlay the 3D model built from stereo video with the ground truth
model. Drift in the LHD pose will be reflected by deviation of the modeled structure from
ground truth. Following a general discussion of the sourcesof tracking drift, we present
results for each of 3 tunnel modeling runs.
As explained in Section 3.1.3, we use the RANSAC algorithm to track the LHD pose
as it is driven along the tunnel. The cumulative pose uncertainty increases with each change
of reference view. In this scenario, the only visible scene structure is the floor and rib of the
tunnel a few meters ahead of the LHD. We use the RANSAC inlier ratio as a measure of the
quality of the pose based on the current reference view, since it is an accurate measure of
the structure overlap between current and reference views.There is a correlation between
the actual inlier ratio and the number of successfully tracked features for a given stereo rig
as shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15. This is due to the fact that stereo correlation quality
depends on the same image characteristics as does temporal tracking. In video segments
with poor stereo performance, too large a correlation wouldinvalidate our assumption that
the inlier ratio always exceeds 50%. As shown in Figure 4.16,the correlation between
number of tracked features and inlier ratio is reduced when usi g two stereo rigs viewing
portions of the scene with different character. It is also evid nt from these figures that stereo
performance and temporal tracking improve significantly asthe LHD enters the muck bay
(near frame 650). The improved performance is indicated by the significant increase in the
number of successfully tracked features and an increase in the inlier ratio. The improve-
ments are due to the effects of better lighting and scene quality (there is more surface area
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Figure 4.14: Left stereo rig feature tracking























Figure 4.15: Right stereo rig feature tracking
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Figure 4.16: Combined stereo rigs feature tracking
that is well-lit, near frontal and exhibiting strong texture). There is much more well-lit
near-frontal surface area with good texture in this video segment.
Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 show three subsets of tracking data with changes of ref-
erence view annotated. These graphs show inlier ratio vs. frame number, with the x axis
scaled such that it is proportional to the distance traveled. The reference view is changed
to the most recent view when the inlier ratio drops below 70%.Groups of frames matched
to the same reference view are separated by the sloping blacklines. Frames 250-300 of
run 3 were taken at z coordinates ranging from 8.4 to 12.4 meters. In run 1, this z range
corresponds to frames 450-564, in run 2 it is frames 353-417.The average z component
of velocity is 80 mm/frame in run 3, 63 mm/frame in run 2 and only 35 mm/frame in run
1. Note that each reference frame in run 2 is used over a largerdistance than in runs 1 and
3. Observed tracking drift is also lowest in run 2, and this may indicate that pose track-
ing is also more accurate in run 2, although it would be necessary to collect and process
additional runs at this speed to verify accuracy.
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Figure 4.17: Tracking detail showing changes of reference view in run 1
















Run 2  reference view changes
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Figure 4.18: Tracking detail showing changes of reference view in run 2
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Run 3 reference view changes
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Figure 4.19: Tracking detail showing changes of reference view in run 3
4.5.2 Registering model to ground truth
To register the model coordinate frame with the ground truthdata, we first perform a rough
manual alignment of the point clouds obtained from the first few frames of video data (after
the LHD began to move) with the ground truth data. We then refine this alignment using
ICP. By registering the computed model points from the beginning of the video sequence
to the ground truth data, we align just that portion of the model with ground truth. Any
subsequent drift in vehicle pose will then be apparent as a devi tion of the modeled struc-
ture from ground truth, and any systematic errors will be quite apparent. Error in this initial
alignment should be apparent as a linear trend in the deviation of modeled structure from
ground truth; if this is the case, the actual drift will likely be overestimated. Registration
is accomplished by manual determination of the necessary rotation and translation of the
ground truth data to roughly align it with the computed modeldata, then defining clipping
planes to exclude ground truth data outside of the volume occupied by the computed model
point clouds. There were 10,939 points in the resulting subset of ground truth data. Figure
4.20 shows the computed model point cloud (in blue) roughly aligned with the ground truth
cloud (in green).
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Since the computed model point clouds are much denser (76,271 points were com-
puted from frames 170 and 171) and contain outliers which would reduce registration ac-
curacy, they are first thinned to reduce density and clipped to remove outliers. Thinning is
accomplished by first sorting on depth and binning into depthintervals of 0.1 meter. The
points in each depth bin are then sorted on y (height) and decimated to a maximum of 200
points per bin. After thinning and outlier removal, 6,182 computed model points remained.
Figure 4.21 shows the result of using ICP to register the modelcloud to ground truth.
Figure 4.20: Roughly aligned model and ground truth point clouds
After registering the computed model point cloud to the ground truth point cloud, the
mean squared difference between model and ground truth point c ordinates is (.000407,
.000322, .000305)m2. This corresponds to a point separation (1-standard deviation) of
(20, 18, 17)mm.
The accuracy (1-standard deviation) of the ground truth data is 2.5 cm, and the stereo
rig calibration results indicate an accuracy of approximately 1 cm for the model data (over
a similar volume). The average distance between closest poin s in the ground truth model
is 3.9 cm; for the stereo data it is 1.2 cm.
The average squared distance between closest points of the registered model and
ground truth clouds is .001034mm2. This corresponds to a 1-standard deviation distance
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Figure 4.21: Model registered to ground truth using ICP
from computed model point to closest ground truth point (aver g d over the entire model
cloud) of 0.2 cm and indicates that the model cloud is closelyaligned to the ground truth
cloud with translation uncertainty (assumed isotropic) ofless than 1 cm. Shape complex-
ity is sufficient to provide accurate orientation; rotations 5.699o with estimated standard
deviation of .024o. Visual inspection of the registered point clouds confirms that the ICP
algorithm has converged to a reasonably correct pose for themodel data.
Figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24 depict top, side and end views ofthe registered patch
model overlaid with the ground truth point cloud in green. The patch model is constructed
by fitting planar patches to the computed model point clouds,after binning the points into
voxels. In these figures, the voxels are 12.5 cm on each side.
4.5.3 Run 1
Examination of the surface model (for the vicinity of the muck bay) overlaid with the
ground truth point cloud (Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26) indicates that translational drift is on
the order of 3.5 meters in x, and 1 meter in y and z for a total displacement of approximately
3.6 meters. This is about 8% of the distance traveled and repres nts the cumulative pose
error from tracking pose over 1202 frames of video. The estimated standard deviation
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Figure 4.22: Registered end of model, top view
Figure 4.23: Registered end of model, side view
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Figure 4.24: Registered end of model, end view
values are (.38, .53, .10) meters with the largest uncertainties being roughly along the world
x + y andx − y axes, and the smallest in the direction of travel (close to the world z axis).
4.5.4 Run 2
Examination of the surface model for the vicinity of the muckbay overlaid with the full
ground truth model (Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28) indicates that translational drift is on the
order of 2 meters ((1.25, 0.25, 1.5) meters along the world (x,y,z) axes). This is about 4%
of the distance traveled and represents the cumulative poseerror from tracking pose over
800 frames of video. The estimated pose of the LHD is represent d by the red and blue
arrows, which are drawn one meter in length. The blue grid andthe gray ellipsoid represent
the estimated one-standard deviation uncertainty in two ofthe translation components of
the pose. The grid is positioned on the figure for use as a rulerin measuring the distance
between modeled structure and ground truth. The estimated stan ard deviation values are
(.55, .45, .09) meters with the largest uncertainty being roughly along the world y axis, and
the smallest in the direction of travel (close to the world z axis). The fact that the actual
translational drift is small relative to the distance traveled also indicates that precision of
estimated LHD translation and orientation is good (and biases are small) over the entire
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Figure 4.25: Pose drift at muck bay, run 1: plan view
Figure 4.26: Pose drift at muck bay, run 1: elevation
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trajectory from start to muck bay.
Figure 4.27: Pose drift at muck bay, run 2: plan view
The LHD reverses direction near frame 969 of the video. Sincepose drift is signif-
icant, 3D structure obtained from subsequent frames is integra d into a separate model.
Figure 4.29 shows the estimated trajectory and structure near th end of the reverse video
segment against the ground truth data (ground truth in green). Cumulative translational
drift is about 0.25 meter in the x-z plane (plan view) and about 6 cm in the y direction. This
is actually a decrease in the drift observed at the muck bay, suggesting good repeatability
for the pose tracking process (even without match to model functionality).
Figure 4.30 displays a section of both outbound and reverse surface models, outbound
in blue and reverse in red. Drift is apparent in the displacement of the reverse model relative
to the outbound model.
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Figure 4.28: Pose drift at muck bay, run 2: elevation
Figure 4.29: Trajectory and structure near end of reverse segment, run 2: plan view
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Figure 4.30: Outbound surface model (blue) overlaid with reve se model (red): plan view
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4.5.5 Run 3
Examination of the surface model for the vicinity of the muckbay overlaid with the full
ground truth model (Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32) indicates that translational drift is on the
order of 3 meters ((2.5, 1.25, 1.25) meters in (x,y,x)). Thisis about 6% of the distance
traveled and represents the cumulative pose error from tracking pose over 625 frames of
video. The estimated standard deviation values are (.75, .51, .10) meters with the largest
uncertainty being roughly along the world y axis, and the smallest in the direction of travel
(close to the world z axis). The apparent translational error is approximately 4 estimated
standard deviations in all three eigenvector directions.
Figure 4.31: Pose drift at muck bay, run 3: plan view
The LHD reverses direction near frame 730 of the video. Sincepose drift is signif-
icant, 3D structure obtained from subsequent frames is integra d into a separate model.
Figure 4.33 shows the estimated trajectory and structure near th end of the reverse video
segment against the ground truth data (ground truth in green). Cumulative translational
drift is again about 0.25 meter in the x-z plane (plan view) but approximately 3 meters in
the y direction.
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Figure 4.32: Pose drift at muck bay, run 3: elevation
Figure 4.33: Trajectory and structure near end of reverse segment, run 3: plan view
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meters x y z
Run 1
estimated STD .49 .44 .10
drift 3.5 3.0 1.0
Run 2
estimated STD .45 .55 .09
drift 1.25 0.25 1.5
Run 3
estimated STD .51 .75 .10
drift 2.5 1.25 1.25
Table 4.1: Apparent drift vs. estimated standard deviationfor translational pose compo-
nents. Estimated standard deviations are computed using Mote Carlo technique.
4.5.6 Summary of pose drift observations
Table 4.1 shows the estimated translation uncertainties and apparent pose drift from each of
the three runs. For run 1, the estimated standard deviationsof the translation components of
pose are (.49, .44, .10) meters (in the directions of the covariance eigenvectors, which are
roughly in the same directions as the world x,y and z axes for all three runs). The apparent
pose drift observed in run 1 is seven estimated standard deviations in the direction of the
world x axis and about three standard deviations in the direction of the world y axis. The
smallest estimated standard deviation is along the world z axis and is only one tenth of the
apparent error. For run 2, the estimated standard deviations for the translation components
of pose are (.45, .55, .09). The apparent run 2 pose drift is within three estimated standard
deviations for x and y, but much larger than the estimated standard deviation in z. For run
3, the estimated standard deviation values are (.51, .75, .10) meters with the smallest un-
certainty again close to the world z axis. The apparent translational error is approximately
five and two estimated standard deviations in x and y.
Where the apparent translational drift is much greater than te estimated standard
deviations, it may be that part of the observed drift is due torr r in the registration of the
computed model to the ground truth point cloud. While the estimated errors do show an
increase with increasing vehicle speed, the apparent translation errors do not seem to show
a correlation with speed. Either the translational uncertainties are generally underestimated
(especially along the z axis), or part of the apparent drift is due to errors in the alignment
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of the computed model to ground truth. The consistently low estimate for the z component
of translational uncertainty implies that the system is more sensitive to motion along the
z axis than to motions orthogonal to this axis. This agrees with the motion and structure
geometry for the LHD driving through a tunnel; pose estimates based on observations of
segments of the tunnel ribs will provide more information onp sition along the tunnel axis
than orthogonal to the axis.
Based on the apparent underestimation of translational poseunc rtainty, we decided
that the estimate of image plane reprojection uncertainty (on which the estimate for pose
uncertainty is based) was too low by a factor of (roughly) four. This implies that the quality
of feature matching is lower for the tunnel video than for thecalibration images; features
locations on the image plane have a standard deviation of 0.8pixels vs. the value of 0.2
pixels obtained in calibration. This reduced accuracy probably results from the fact that the
tunnel images are darker (decreasing signal to noise ratio)nd that the matched features
have lower intensity variance than the black/white cornersof the calibration target (further
decreasing signal to noise ratio). Although the increased image plane uncertainty estimate
does not bring the z axis uncertainty into line with that observed in the tunnel model, the
presence of a global scale error (systematic) is not accounted for by the pose uncertainty
model. If necessary, this component of error can be dealt with separately, either by cor-
recting the model scale (based on further error analysis), or by adding a location dependent
bias to the estimated pose. Note that this bias should exist only between ground truth and
the computed model, not between poses estimated within the computed model itself.
A large portion of the drift along the z axis could also resultfrom a global scaling
error in the model or a bias in depth estimation, which results in underestimating distance
traveled by 1.5 meters over 50 meters or 3%. This is a plausible level of accuracy for
stereo reconstruction. Although the stereo calibration results indicate scaling errors of less
than 1%, a small bias toward underestimating depth in the motion video could explain the
observed discrepancies.
In the next section feature locations are projected from thecurrent view of the scene
into prior views, using the revised image plane reprojection uncertainties. These projec-
tions rely on all six components of the pose uncertainty to outline the region in a prior
image which is expected to contain a specific feature. These proj ctions provide an addi-
tional test of the pose uncertainty calculation, and verifythat the uncertainty estimate is
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reasonably accurate.
4.6 Match to model
Since we are building a volumetric model as we drive down the tunnel, it should be possible,
while reversing back out, to match the current video frames to the earlier views obtained
during the outbound trip. If it is possible to register the current view to a prior view,
the uncertainty of the current camera pose and structure will be reduced, as explained in
Section 3.1.7. This section describes the results of performing this matching on the video
from run 2. Figure 4.34 shows the resulting model for the 50 meter section of tunnel with
ground truth overlaid in green. Figure 4.35 shows a section of the resulting model (at ten
meters from the starting point with virtual camera looking downward at the tunnel wall)
which demonstrates the elimination of lateral drift between the outbound and return trips
(lateral drift of more than 6 centimeters would result in splitting of the wall surface).
Matching features in the current view to an older view requires projecting a feature
location from the current image plane back to a candidate prior view. Identification of prior
view candidates for this matching process is achieved by keeping track of which views have
contributed points to occupied voxels in the volumetric model. The video frame numbers
are used to identify contributing views, and these are stored as a list referenced by each
occupied voxel. The first step in selecting candidate views is then to search the volumetric
model for occupied voxels which lie within the current field of view. The next step is
to construct a list of prior views which have contributed points to these voxels from the
frame number lists within each voxel. We then retrieve the vehicl pose for each of these
views from the vehicle trajectory data structure (part of the volumetric model database).
The resulting list of camera poses comprises all prior viewswhich contain a portion of the
(estimated) current view. The best view is selected by choosing the one with camera pose
closest to the current pose in the 6 dimensional pose space. It is possible that the selected
view will have little overlap with the current view, and it isalso possible that the cumulative
pose uncertainty between the two views will be large. An automatic process must therefore
be able to detect these conditions and fall back to measuringpose relative to more recent
viewpoints (at the expense of greater cumulative uncertainty).
To assess the feasibility of performing match to model, and to efine a search region
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Figure 4.34: Integrated model (yellow) and ground truth (green)
Figure 4.35: Section of model at ten meters
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Figure 4.36: Projection of view 1712 feature locations (left) into prior view 276 (right)
Figure 4.37: Projection of view 1458 feature locations (left) into prior view 540 (right)
for improving tracking efficiency, we project the uncertainy ellipsoid for a current 3D fea-
ture location onto a prior image taken from a similar pose as described above. Figure 4.36
presents a current/prior view pair for which the projected sarch regions correctly enclose
the image locations of the search features within the prior view. Figure 4.37 presents a
current/prior view pair for which the projected search regions do not enclose the image
locations of the search features within the prior view. Thisoccurs whenever the errors in
relative camera pose (between the two views) is sufficientlyi accurate. In cases for which
the search regions do not enclose a significant number of features in the prior view, the
RANSAC based pose determination algorithm will report a low percentage of inliers. This
results in rejection of the attempted registration to the prior view, and use of a more recent
view for pose determination.
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Figure 4.38: Loss and reacquisition of registration to model
A demonstration of this behavior is shown in Figure 4.38 which is a display of the
calculated LHD trajectory (on the reverse trip) at the near edge of the tunnel intersection.
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 are closeup views of loss and reacquisition of registration from Figure
4.38. The translational uncertainty of reference poses areshown as transparent red and
green ellipsoids. The size of each ellipsoid is such that it span plus or minus one standard
deviation. The pose uncertainty grows rapidly when the match to model logic fails, then
decreases significantly when a successful match to the 3D model reoccurs. Successive
poses (estimated for every video frame interval) are connected with green arrows for the
outbound trip; reverse trip poses are connected by red arrows. Note that the outbound
(green) trajectory shows signs of greater estimation errornear the point at which loss of
registration to the model occurs. This is an indication thate number and quality of image
features is marginal at this point, and explains the difficulty in matching the reverse trip
views with the outbound views.
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Figure 4.39: Closeup of loss of registration to model




5.1 Results and Conclusions
In support of the larger goals of CSM’s LHD automation project, the aim of this thesis is
to document development of the framework for a machine vision ystem capable of pro-
ducing 3D models of underground mines. The detail, accuracyand precision of the 3D
models are analyzed to provide information for their utility in the implementation of sys-
tems for autonomous execution of LHD (Load Haul Dump vehicle) loading and tramming
operations. There are many issues which must be addressed concurrently to integrate a
practical, working system which meets the LHD automation project goal of autonomous
loading operation. These include calibration, registration, pose tracking and integration of
data into the 3D model. To be useful, the system must be capable of performing most of
these tasks in real-time and without manual tuning of parameters. Application of stereo
vision in underground mining to achieve robust 6 DOF (visiononly) pose tracking and
temporal integration of the resulting 3D models are the maincontributions of this research
to the machine vision field.
This dissertation describes the construction and integration of 3D models using stereo
vision. The main objectives are:
• Construction of 3D scene models and localization of LHD in underground mine en-
vironment
– Calibration of stereo vision system
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– Temporal integration of 3D data
• Demonstration of feasibility of real-time 3D modeling system
• Detection of unmodeled structure and collision avoidance
The results presented for long video sequences demonstraterobust and accurate pose
tracking with simultaneous volumetric model construction. We also demonstrate success-
ful registration to the model through use of prior views, linked through references in each
occupied voxel. Reliable localization of the LHD (full 6 DOF)using only stereo vision
allows elimination of more expensive and mechanically complicated sensors such as laser
line scanners. The large field of view increases the likelihood f visibility of good features;
this improves the robustness of pose tracking, which is critical for generating a complete,
connected model. We chose to use multiple stereo rigs (instead of a single rig with wide
angle cameras) in order to avoid potential loss of stereo quality due to reduced image reso-
lution. Our pose tracker maintains an estimate of relative and cumulative pose uncertainty
for every stereo pair in order to accurately determine search regions for feature matching.
Pose tracking accuracy is verified by comparison with groundtruth; actual error is shown
to be less than 10% of distance traveled. Surface measurement precision within the 8x8x8
meter “working volume” is observed to be on the order of a few cntimeters, and this is
adequate for both collision avoidance and loading functionality.
This work is novel in that it integrates the following techniques into a complete system
and demonstrates its utility in an underground mine environme t:
• Robust six degree of freedom pose tracking using multiple ster o image sequences
• Temporal feature tracker exploits current estimates of local 3D structure and rejects
features which do not track well
• Temporal integration and outlier rejection of 3D data acquired from the stereo system
• Scene modeling using a space-efficient octree model
Our work is the first published use of temporally integrated wi e-baseline stereo in an
underground mining environment, and shows that the muckpile scenes are generally rich
in the texture required for good correlation performance. Experiments have also shown
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that a wide field of view is necessary for robust pose trackingduring tramming operations,
due to the fact that large portions of the view ahead of the LHDmay be dark and/or lack
sufficient texture. The results from pose tracking and temporal integration are encouraging,
and indicate that a stereo vision system for real-time vehicl localization and task-oriented
3D scene modeling is feasible.
This research has demonstrated the feasibility of using stereo vision to generate 3D
scene models of tunnels and muckpiles in an underground mineenvironment. We show that
the method generates dense depth maps with relatively few outliers from a single stereo im-
age pair. The Java-based development code provides clear indications of the strengths and
weaknesses of the correlation-based stereo approach on real image data. We have also iden-
tified the importance of stereo rig calibration for integration of data over a time sequence
of stereo pairs and have addressed the feasibility of existing autocalibration techniques to
improve system accuracy.
The temporally integrated surface models generated by the dev lopment code demon-
strate utility for both increased modeling accuracy and forprecise vehicle localization.
Accurate models will prove useful for planning and control purposes. Precise vehicle lo-
calization will aid navigation and control during the loading operation while the 3D model
of the scene will facilitate planning of the loading operation. 3D models will also improve
the capability of the system for collision avoidance and enhance the safety of miners by
providing the LHD with greater discrimination of visible objects and the ability to recog-
nize unmodeled objects such as mine workers.
The use of digital cameras and implementation of portions ofthe stereo code using
Intel’s Pentium III MMX and SIMD machine instructions have shown that real-time col-
lection and processing of stereo digital imagery is a practic l approach. The all-digital
approach has good potential for robust and inexpensive systm implementation. A rugged
real-time implementation of the system could use either a Pentium-class or RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computer) based host system. Acceleration of key processing functions
including the stereo correlation measure and the 2D featuretracking function can be done
in a cost-effective manner using FPGA technology.
The runtime for the Java based pose tracking and 3D modeling code is approximately
30 seconds per frame of video, where each “frame” consists offour 640x480 monochrome,
progressive scan camera images. One third of this time is spent in computing point clouds
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using correlation based stereo. Temporal feature trackingrequires approximately 15 sec-
onds and updating the octree model takes an additional 5 seconds. The most expensive
operation is computation of the correlation measure (used for both stereo correlation and
temporal tracking), and these two functions account for ove80% of the total computation
time.
Visualization of the stereo algorithm and 3D modeling results sing Java, Java3D and
Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) has proved quite useful in development and testing of the
system. Evaluation of the performance of stereo correlation measures on muckpile imagery
acquired in an underground mine has shown that correlation-based stereo can perform quite
well in this problem domain. Temporal integration of 3D datacquired from the stereo
system has generated good results for vehicle localizationwhile increasing the density and
reducing noise in the 3D scene models. We verified the accuracy of the volumetric models
(and indirectly, the LHD pose estimates) using ground truthdata from a 3D laser scanner.
The sources of modeling error within a single point cloud include disparity measure-
ment errors and camera calibration error including image distortion. We believe the error
due to camera calibration inaccuracy is less than 1% of depth. Disparity measurement
errors are dependent both on scene geometry and texture, andare ot well characterized.
We believe that gross disparity measurement errors (outliers) are heavily suppressed by the
volumetric integration technique, since outliers seem to be sparsely distributed across the
working volume. An exception is outliers resulting from generally dark scenes; dynamic
adjustment of intensity variance thresholds needed for robust pose tracking results in ex-
cessive numbers of outliers in the darkest regions of a dark scene. This particular problem
can be easily eliminated by using higher intensity variancethr sholds for points integrated
into the model. On a larger scale, modeling errors such as those resulting from pose drift
must be dealt with if it is necessary to generate globally consistent models. This would
be desirable for maintaining internal consistency when closing cycles and for navigation
relative to external structures, such as nearby existing tunels. We have shown that, for our
limited data sets, pose drift is less than 10% of the distancetrav led.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Since uncertainty increases with range with a stereo visionsystem, the practical range limits
for temporal integration must be determined and techniqueswhich allow assignment of
unequal variances to points should be investigated. Horn [25] shows that unequal certainties
for the points used in determination of absolute orientation may be easily accommodated
in his quaternion-based approach.
For faster generation of 3D models, the disparity generation algorithm should employ
a multi resolution technique. Disparities computed on filtered and down sampled stereo
pairs (a stereo image pyramid) can be used to reduce of the number of disparities to be
searched at higher resolution and to reject outliers. Results from further temporal inte-
gration experiments may also set an upper limit on resolution, beyond which there is a
diminishing improvement in precision or accuracy of the model.
Fusion of vision data with odometry and inertial navigationdata through a Kalman
filter incorporating vehicle kinematics could improve the robustness of the pose tracking
method. The Kalman filter predictions will also reduce computational requirements in the
feature tracking process.
The experiment on detection of unmodeled structure (Section 4.4) shows that the
stereo vision system (with illumination only from the LHD headlights) can detect 3D struc-
ture resulting from the presence of a person in front of the vehicl . Additional experiments
must be done to determine the error measures which should be employed to reliably indi-
cate changes in scene structure which imply the presence of unexpected obstacles.
Experiments on autocalibration show that online refinementor adaptability of the
stereo rig calibration parameters is achievable using bundle a justment techniques with
large amounts of data (as for refinement of the rig to rig extrinsics reported in Section
4.1.2), but that the linear methods are prone to failure withtypical noise levels and near
planar motions.1 Sufficiently general motions could be obtained with the addition of a pan-
tilt mount for the stereo rig. The pan-tilt function, in combination with the camera’s built-in
zoom and focus abilities, would also allow use of active gazecontrol in the modeling and
navigation tasks, but a baseline capability based on fixed stereo rigs has the advantage of
1No solutions were obtained with real data for the DLT method described in Section 2.7.1, when attempt-
ing to solve for stereo rig intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. This was determined to be due to the fact that
the planar motions involved resulted in ill-conditioned systems of linear equations.
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lower mechanical and software complexity.
Real-time implementation of the performance critical software components is the next
step toward a practical system. Modern Field Programmable Gat Array (FPGA) and mi-
croprocessor technologies make it feasible to accelerate key functions by several orders of
magnitude while integrating the system into a physically small and robust package. We
anticipate that ongoing work at the Colorado School of Mines will result in high frame rate
stereo implemented in FPGAs, and that the necessary addtional c mponents, such as 2D
temporal feature correlation can also be implemented usingthe same techniques.
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